
1.

A DEFINITION OF ELYTIS' PERSONAL MYTHOLOGY

Prior to defining the term "personal mythology", it should be

stated that Elytis' poetry may be divided into three periods, a fact

noted by the poet himself
1
 as well as all his critics.

2
 The first

period is made up of those works published between 1935, the year of

his first appearance in Ta	 rp&ppaTa, and 1943 (i.e. HpoaavaToXuapoi, 

and 'Halos o RpLoc); the second covers the years 1945-1960 (iAapa

ripwURO mat, ITL-91,po yta TOV xapkvo avauno).oxayei Tns AX13avtag, H XUA0015Vil 

OTLC Auxonopa, To ' AE6OV ail, ' and 'EEn xau pia T4euc yua TOV 

oupavO); and the third, the years between 1971 and 1985, the date of

his last poetic collection.
3

Such a division is thematically based; one might also formulate

a slightly different one based on the apparent long gaps in Elytis'

career, during which no major works were published (that is, 1948-1958,

and 1961-1970). However this second division of Elytis' poetry based

simply on the publication dates would, for example, imply grouping the

1. In an interview with Ivar Ivarsk, 'Analogies of Light: The Greek
Poet Odysseus Elytis', Books Abroad, Volume 49, Number 4, 1975,
p. 639.

2. For example, see A. Auxvap6, H pCTaXoyUxf TWV tcpayarcwv: 06u66'cas 
EXOTnc, <<'Iltapog>>, Athens, 1980, pp. 18, 118; S. Hamill,
'Afterword', in 0. Broumas, What I Love: Selected Poems of 
Odysseas Elytis, Copper Canyon Press, Port Townsend, 1986, p. 92;
A. Decavalles, 'Maria Nefeli and the Changeful Sameness of Elytis:
Variations on a Theme', The Charioteer, Numbers 24-5, 1982/3,
pp. 25-6, 34; A. TaoT6opo6, 'MeTa(popc aTo HpepoX(SyLo cv6 aaTou 
AR0,24,ou', X,ApTrig, Volumes 21-3, Athens, 1986, p. 385, n. 7.

3. See Appendix A for a list of those works belonging to the third
period, as well as details of publication dates of individual
collections.

4. Despite these periods of apparent poetic inactivity, Elytis says
"... 66 ,aup&pau noTE pou va aTap&Tnaa TO ya4Lpo xaL ycvLiiCt TO

p15 .e. po Tns SouXclIt poo". (In an interview with Yiannis Flessas,
''Exto 6uxatwpa aav 'EAXnva v' avnauxj) yua TTIV TOWTOTT)TA pou',
EripcpLvc an4cus (ed. r. cnkaaag), ExbOacug <<ratvvrig B. Baaaxns>>,
Athens, 1980, p. 54).
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work 'Aapa ripw127/6 xat, n6vaupo yua TOV xaavo avautoAoxay6 Tres 

AX(3.avt',a  (1945) with 'HXLog o Tcp6Tog (1943), instead of with To

'Muov Ea-a, (1959), when the first and third are obviously

thematically linked.

The significance of three separate periods in Elytis' poetry

in terms of his "personal mythology" lies in the fact that the latter

may also be divided into three different stages that correspond

exactly to these periods. This division is again thematic: each

stage provides a new focus, and new sources of imagery and expression.

In the thesis these stages will be referred to as Elytis' personal

mythology of the first, second and third periods.

However these three stages, and the change in focus between

periods, constitute only one of the two aspects of the poet's

personal mythology; the second is seen in the elements that remain

constant between the three periods, and thus provide a framework.

Before proceeding to a more detailed examination of these two

aspects, however, it is necessary to define what Elytis' personal

mythology actually is. Many critics,
5
 and Elytis himself,

6
 have used

the term, but without giving any precise definition.

An integral part of Elytis' poetry, it is essentially a

system of theories that acts as a poetic creed, coupled with various

5. E.g. see AuxvapCt, op.cit., pp. 8-17; M. Vitti, 06.uaa6ag EATng:
KpuTux-6 p6X6Tri, «Tp771 -s-T>, Athens, 1984, pp. 99, 248; E. Keeley
and P. Sherrard, Six Poets of Modern Greece, Thames and Hudson,
London, 1960, p. 28; E. Keeley and P. Sherrard, Odysseus Elytis:
Selected Poems, Anvil Press Poetry, London, 1981, p. xiii;
K. Friar, The Sovereign Sun, Temple University Press, Philadelphia,
1974, pp. 27, 28, 30; and A. Anpnpol'Ang, 'To <<'ACuov>> Tng
uaToga }tau TO <<EaT1',>> Tres VITOplAil	 VitpTrig, Volumes 21 -3,
Athens, 1986, pp. 322, 326, 328.

6. See for example his interview, 'H vn6p13aun mat, n yewp6Tprian',
in H X6Cri, Number 27, September 1983, pp. 755, 757.
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recurring themes and motifs. Its importance lies in its function:

it dictates the focus of each period - the content, imagery and

expression. Certainly to classify Elytis' personal mythology as

a kind of symbolism is a gross oversimplification, and detracts

from its significance.

Furthermore, it is the poet's means of portraying the "true

face of Greece".
7
 Elytis has often stated his objection to the

Western European, post-Renaissance view of Greece, which emphasizes

the country's Classical heritage and little else.
8
 Elytis felt that

the role of his generation was to correct this view, to present the

"true face of Greece"; he states that surrealism enabled his

generation to achieve this.
9
 In his own case a personal mythology,

coupled with surrealism, provided the answer. In this context it

is perhaps significant that the subtitle of Embirikos' famous prose
,

work rpanT& is HpouwItudl pueoAoyuct.
10

As mentioned above, there are two aspects to Elytis' personal

mythology. The first encompasses those elements whose expression

is not confined to a single period, but permeates all of Elytis'

poetry. This continuity gives his work cohesion, and provides a

framework for the changing, second, aspect of his personal mythology.

This second aspect is represented by the three different stages

which correspond to the three periods of Elytis' poetry. The emphasis

here is not on any constant elements, but rather on the change in focus,

imagery and expression that characterizes each stage. Furthermore the

inspiration for the personal mythology of each period is different.

7. 'Analogies of Light', p. 631.

8. See 'Analogies of Light', loc.cit.; AvouxT6 XapTua, pp. 23, 31, 321,
429; K. Friar, 'Odysseus Elytis', Accent, Summer 1954, p. 175.

9. 'Analogies of Light', loc.cit..cit. Elytis' search for the "true face
surrealism is discussed in detail inof Greece" and his use of
OSuQaoas EX6TrIsliau rl avocAAIRIJI TT)P. Sherrard's article, '0

EXX6c5a 1 , X&pTil, Volumes 21-3, Athens, 1986, pp. 505-20.

10. A. Epneualtoc, rpanT6  rj Hpouwitu)41 pub-oXoy(,a, Ex66acus <<HAcacc»,
Athens, 1974.
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Initially it appears that Elytis' personal mythology was

essentially a replacement for or alternative to allusions to

Classical mythology in his poetry. Elytis is opposed to Greek

writers' frequent overreliance on references to Classical mythology

as a means to convey concepts, viewing this as facile:

No doubt it is advantageous for a Greek poet
to employ ancient myths, because he thus becomes
more accessible to foreign readers. A Greek
poet who speaks of Antigone, Oedipus, et cetera,
moves in an area which is well-known; through
these mythical concepts he can comment on
contemporary events... I have reacted against
this, often quite consciously, because I thought
all this was a bit too facile, yes, even in the
theatre.11

It can be seen that this attitude is also closely related to his

objection to the Western European perception of Greece, mentioned

above.

In terms of his poetry, Elytis' reaction was to replace these

usual allusions to Greek mythology with his own personal mythology;

the latter retained the "mechanism of myth-making"
12
 but avoided

references to actual mythical figures. This personal mythology was

instead based on the devices of personification and metamorphosis.

It should be stressed therefore that despite his use of the term

"mythology", Elytis' concept is in no way suggestive of Classical

mythology, nor is it based on it; rather it is composed of two poetic

devices which provide a means of presenting the true face of Greece,

and an alternative to the conventional allusions to mythological

figures.

Furthermore, the emphasis on the themes of personification and

metamorphosis as a foundation for Elytis' personal mythology is only

11. 'Analogies of Light', p. 639. Elytis specifically mentions
Seferis, Sikelianos and Ritsos in this context.

12. Loc.cit. Vitti (op.cit., p. 164) states that the concept of
"wo ,aoytvcan" is a surrealist one, quoting Aragon.



a feature of the poetry of his first period. Shortly it became

evident that this provided too restrictive a framework within

which to portray the true face of Greece, and Elytis was to widen

the scope of his approach.

In his second period, in the poet's search for those elements

which best represent the real Greece, his personal mythology

focusses on the Greek cultural tradition - historical, literary,

and religious.

His third period sees a further change in focus, and one that

emphasizes more than ever before the "personal" element of Elytis'

personal mythology: it embraces the poet's theory of "solar

metaphysics" and his concept of Paradise. Greece is now portrayed

in a wider context, in terms of its Eastern heritage.

As well as these changes in focus between periods, there is

also a corresponding development in imagery and expression dictated

by Elytis' personal mythology. This thesis will examine all these

features in an attempt to show the important role that this concept

plays in Elytis' poetry, and how an appreciation of it is essential

to a full understanding of Elytis' work.

5.
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CHAPTER ONE

RECURRING ELEMENTS IN ELYTIS' POETRY (1935-85)

As stated earlier, Elytis' personal mythology may be divided

into three stages, which correspond to the three periods of his

poetry. Each stage provides a new focus, and new sources of imagery

and expression for the poems of that period.

However, his personal mythology is not confined to these three

different stages; it also encompasses a set of theories, whose

expression permeates his work as a whole, and as such provides a

constant background for the changes in emphasis between periods.

Indeed the continuity of this aspect of Elytis' personal mythology

can be said to form a kind of framework, and thus an examination of

these repeated elements is a necessary prelude to any detailed

discussion of the poet's personal mythology and its development.

There are five of these elements. Four - Elytis' concept of

the union of opposites; the instantaneous impression; meteorism; and

what he terms "the sanctity of the senses" - were defined by the poet

himself in an interview.
1
 As no critic has either formulated a similar

list of repeated elements and theories in terms of Elytis' personal

mythology, nor disagreed with the list formulated by the poet, it

seems only reasonable to accept Elytis' judgement.

However,I believe a fifth theory, namely, the importance of

a poem's architectural structure, and the related significance of the

number seven, should be added to this list of theories that constitute

the unchanging element in Elytis' personal mythology. As will be shown

1. "For the better understanding of certain of my poems, I would
like to point out that there are elements which tend to be
repeated and to return of their own volition in all three periods.
These elements form a sort of framework like that which holds up
a building." ('Analogies of Light', p. 640.)
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below, throughout his work he has demonstrated his belief that the

form of a poem is no less important than its content; moreover, the

influence of the number seven on the structure of not only poems,

but entire collections, can be detected in every single work published.

Many critics have commented on this constant element in Elytis' poetry,

and as such, it deserves to be included in the list of five theories

that form a framework for his personal mythology, and give cohesion

to his work as a whole.

Each of the five theories - the union of opposites; the

instantaneous impression; meteorism; the structure of a poem, and the

related influence of the number seven; and the sanctity of the senses -

will be discussed below, with examples given from each of the three

periods to show both the continuity, and development of these ideas

throughout Elytis' work.

One of the most important, and tangible elements is Elytis'

concept of the union of opposites,
2
 which the poet explained as

... the concept that things, when carried to their extreme conclusion,

will meet. If you intensify white, you will arrive at black; if you

intensify black, you will arrive at white".
3

Examples abound, especially in Elytis' later work; images may

be classified into several categories. These are the portrayal of the

sea as a second sky; the juxtaposition of the colours white and black;

the union of two diametrically opposed personalities; and the union of

abstract ideas.

One of the best expressions of the concept is found in the

poem "aiXoc" of To QwTO8cvTpo, where a dive into the water becomes

2. This can be related to a characteristic feature of surrealism
(and one which Elytis lists as having attracted him; see AVOLXT& 

XapTiA, 1982, p. 381), the juxtaposition of two or more unrelated
objects.

3. 'Analogies of Light', pp. 640-1.
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at the same time a plunge into the sun:

'Outoc (3ouT6vTa (!tvoLye Ta JaTLa Xj1TW an ' TO

vEpO. . .
OXoUaua pLaa aTriv xap6u4 TOU l'I XLiou pc TriV

töua 74,vrian nepvaac4

The same thing occurs in a later poem of the collection, "0 )4)no

TOU cvwxap": the poet dives into an underwater world and

pc TO pLwno maTapnpouT(1 xTUnnaa
GTOV nu .apkva	 'Onou avan4naE l'Auoc

5

This particular image is, in fact, part of a recurring motif

that depicts the sea as a second sky: "aUTO TOU y6peva	 (3a6 xau

axjtPaYo aav n &nil 411 T ' oupavo6", as Elytis says in To ' AELOV EGTI.,

on the creation of the sea.
6
 Elsewhere the concept is expressed less

,
explicitly, in phrases such as "aTa 4xua T ' oupavou",

7
 "TWV oupav(ov

,(5041:vt,",
8 

"GTO° yXauxo6 (31.) ,&o6 TOV oupavo"
9
 or in more extended images

that present this same juxtaposition of sea and sky:

ayx&Xuaac TTIV REA4vLay etyxupa ffOU nycpove6cL
GTOUC P.ua-oUg. Ec V,yo 'a& 'vat, aTa a6vvccpa.10

The sea/sky association is only the first category in the

expression of the concept of union of opposites. In Elytis' explanation

4. To (pGuiftvTpo, p. 15, lines 1-2, 5-6.

5. Ibid., p. 49, lines 1-2. Cf. 0 puxpos vauTi,Aog, p. 117, line 1.

6. To 'AELoy 	 p. 16, lines 5-7. Cf. 0 pLxpog vauTt',Xo, p. 20,
lines 8-10.

7. 'HXuos o TE4To, p. 24, line 4; p. 25, line 26.

8. Ta cTcpoaXTI, p. 54, line 7.

9. H HaXoo6vn UTLC Xuxonopa, Poem II. line 22.

10. HpooavaToXuapoii, p. 102, lines 8-10. Cf. ibid., p. 132, lines
2, 4; p. 136, lines 13-4; 'HALoc o nayrog, p. 11, lines 2, 3, 6;
p. 39, line 19; To 'AEuov EGT1!" p. 41, line 1; Ta pw TOU fouiTa,
p. 23, lines 4-5; Mapt:a Ncobn, p. 18, lines 1-3; and HpcpoX6yuo
cac aaTou AnpuXi,ou, p. 48, lines 1-2.
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of this concept, given above, he gave as an example the relationship

between the colours white and black, and in fact this image of white

and black as one occurs throughout his work.

TO Xcum6 avaogyrnaa cog TriV 15OTaTfl kvTaun
Tovpa6poull

Decavalles sees the girl's name Mapt°,a Nccpbtn (from the collection of

the same title) also as an example of the union of opposites. He

comments that as a rule, clouds in Elytis' poetry symbolise the dark

side of life, and "one side of Nefeli is unquestionably dark". On

the other side, the Christian name Maria obviously has connotations

of the Virgin Mary, and thus "implies the girl's purer, angelic

self..."
12

In fact the work Mapt!,a NecgAn itself is based on this concept;

the union of opposites is a theme central to the development of the

poem, based as it is on the parallel monologues of two (apparently)

diametrically opposed personalities. He is the mature poet, whose

early imagery was based on the sunny Aegean; she is the modern girl,

born of an urban environment. And yet, underneath their conflict

and contradictions there is a harmony of spirit and "mutually

complementary elements forming the axis round which (they turn)„ .13

As Karandonis says, Maria Nefeli is the poet's feminine alter-ego
14
 -

11. To °Muov 	 p. 20, lines 1-2. Cf. Hpoaavato4upot,, p. 71,
lines 24-5; Ta eTcpoaXA, p. 42, lines 12, 17; Mapa,a Ne(pbtfl,
p. 30, line 16; HpEpoX6yLo evOg aetaTou Anp0a,ou, p. 19, lines
1-4; p. 53, lines 5-6; 0 puxpOg vauT6Aog p.83, lines 16-7.

12. A. Decavalles 'Maria Nefeli and the Changeful Sameness of Elytis:
Variations on a theme', The Charioteer, Numbers 24/25, 1982/3,
p. 39. For a more general discussion of Maria Nefeli's two-
sided nature, see A. FafiaAetc, H EmoTcpwiA ALaAexTodi awry <<MaptAt 
Ns(pbn>> TOU 0Suaa6a EAUTn, Ex56aeug <<K6Stixac>> 1 Thessalonica,
1987, pp. 27-35.

13. Ibid., p. 41.

14. A. KapavT6vng, rua TO%) OóvacT6a EX6Tri, HalmOjipag, Athens, 1980,
p. 252.
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this is implicit in the quotation "... An6 TflV 00001 pepuCt etpau o

L5Lo".
l5

Parallelling the union of these two opposite characters is the

union of abstract ideas; examples occur in the poetry of Elytis'

second and third periods, notably in To 'AELov EaTC.

. . . Tnv cAntSa wg Ta Motpua
Tn >cap& wg TrIV Coipa anOyvwun16

- Tu TO maX6; TL TO max6; 17
- 'Eva onlicuo 'Eva anpeLo.

The absence of this motif of the union of abstract ideas from the early

poetry might suggest that it is a development of Elytis' ideas about

metamorphosis (a dominant theme in his personal mythology of the first

period). However, it is more correct to speak of the concept of the

15. The quotation "til6vTc(1)E, xonCaac, vaiac: Arc TflV (DtAn pepu&
Etpau o tOuoc" (from HpoaavaToXuapo(, p. 122, lines 6-7), and
a Biblical quotation are given on page 9 of Mapta NEcptAn,
immediately following the title page.

16. To 'AELoy EGTt, p. 20, lines 2-3. The repeated phrase "o x6apog
o pulip6g o ilyag" which occurs at the end of every hymn except
the first in "H r6vcaL" is another example of this concept of
union of opposites which finds best expression in To 'AELov 
EGTt.

17. Loc.cit., lines 34-5. Cf. ibid., p. 79, line 19; p. 83, line 5;
To (pwToftvTpo, p. 48, lines 15-6; p. 50, lines 10-1; 0 puxpOg 
vauTCXog, p. 57, lines 20-1.
Indeed, Elytis himself wrote in the notes that accompanied the
first publication of sections of To 'Auov EaTi, in Enu0c4flon 
thvn g (April, 1958) that "To TaiTo aTpwIla (of To '.nLov EaTC)

aTrIp46Tat, n4vTwg GE peTacpu6L741c	 oNTLX4eLs, Onwg
avau n.x. fl -accopta TOU aup(01(na10U TWV xaX(!ov }tau TWV xam6v
Ouv4pcwv no° OpCamovTaL GE L6o ROGOTO GTOV x6a 1ao n OTT1V avTtAn(01
(STU 01, CIVTLe. CTEC 6vvoLcc, 0rnV taXaTn auvtnciA TOUC, cnLxoLvwvo6v
...". Reprinted in r. BaX6Ta, 'To <<'AELov EGTt>>, noXIAELo
pcyakov&pL Tnc EvLxifis AvT(JaTcouns e , ALOtLx& rp&ppaTa, Volumes
43-4, January-April 1978, p. 162.
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union of opposites in terms of a prelude to the poet's search for

Paradise
18
 (which is emphasized in the poetry of his third period).

This Paradise is a world "where all conciliation is conceivable, a

world in which ... earth, air and sea are harmoniously associated".
19

However there is a deeper, more philosophical side to Elytis'

concept. In his portrayal of the union of opposites the poet is

deliberately adapting Heracleitus' theory that the "way up" and "way

down" are "one and the same", that they lead to the same destination,

as Elytis stated quite clearly in the two letters written to Kimon

Friar in March and May of 1954.
20

In both letters he discusses the

events and ideas that led to the writing of 'Aola ri pwUR6 Rau ntvaupo 

yua TOV XOLIAVO avftnoXoxay6 tins AX(30tviicts, but his comments apply

equally to his other works.

... the sudden contrary turn given my habitual
life began slowly to take on before my eyes the
symbolic significance of those contraries which
a poet undertakes, when he functions truly, in
order to reach the one identical desired goal.
Through the way up and the way down of Heracleitus,
it was necessary for me to proceed towards that
spear-point where life and death, light and
darkness ceased to be contraries.21

Indeed Elytis refers a number of times to Heracleitus and his work

18. See AvouxT& XapTuCt, p. 17: "Ku Olico, an6 TO TL avau GTO TL

pnopa va avau, ncpv&g	 ytcpupa nou GE nOteu	 an6 TTIV KOAaan
GTOV Hap&5E0GO. Kctu TO nuo naatEcvo: Lax) Ilap&Ocuao pTuayptvov
alto Tot t(Sua vXux& nov etvott, wruotyavn aupugic Rau n KOXaan".
For further details on the relationship between Elytis' concept
of the union of opposites, and his search for Paradise, see
Chapter 4, footnotes 33-5.

19. R. Jouanny, 'Aspects of Surrealism in the Works of Odysseus
Elytis', Books Abroad, Volume 49, Number 4, 1975, p. 687.
Jouanny notes that this is a constant theme of gluard's
poetry.

20. Translated into English and reproduced in K. Friar, 'Odysseus
Elytis', pp. 174-9.

21. Ibid., p. 177.
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in his poetry;
22
 Iakov suggests that his links with the pre-Socratic

philosophers, especially Heracleitus, can be related to the belief

that these writers exerted a considerable influence on the surrealist

movement, and he quotes Breton's (and Elytis') statements on Heracleitus'

"surrealist leanings".
23

Not surprisingly then, Elytis continues:

"Surrealism ... had proclaimed the same thing to me through the mouth

of Andre Breton".
24

A second element that is repeated throughout Elytis' poetry is

instantaneity; he explains that by this he means

... an event which happens in a split second,
but which can be made to include much more;
the instant can be enlarged upon...
This action, which could be contained in a
single line, instead grows and forms the
rest of the poem. This is what I mean by

25
development of an instantaneous impression.

Such a concept is exemplified in "aXog",
26 

mentioned above. The poem

describes a dive, or more precisely, the range of sensations experienced

during the actual moment of diving. Vitti states that the concept of

an instantaneous impression is a general characteristic of the whole

To cpciaOftvTpo collection,
27
 best illustrated in poems such as

,
"ApxLuTcov", "'Oao Ouotpxo6ac TO cluTpo", and "H wipri nob 'cpcpve o	 puots". 28

22. Heracleitus' name is mentioned eight times in Elytis' poetry, and
four times in his prose. There are also allusions to various
fragments; for further information and details on the references
see A.	 H apxocuoyywai,a TOU 06uacita EATn, (2nd edition)
ExO6aEuc <<HoA15TuTto>>, Athens, 1985, pp. 50-3.

23. Ibid., pp. 49-50. See also M. Nadeau, Histoire du surrealisme 
Etions  du Seuil, Paris, 1964, pp. 4, 104, 178.

24. Friar, 'Odysseus Elytis', p. 177.

25. 'Analogies of Light', p. 641.

26. In the collection To (NT66evToo.

27. M. Vitti, op.cit., p. 290.

28. Ibid., pp. 290, 298, 303.
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The concept of the instantaneous impression is also a

characteristic of another, earlier, collection, 'ECI1 Hat, pua T4ELC 

,
yua TOV oupavo.

29 
Elytis,

30
 in order to illustrate the concept in

an interview refers to a poem from this collection, "KaTaywyfi TOO

Tonimu 1!) TO TtXOg TOO Olous", which begins and ends with the line

Movopu&g, n axu& Tu xcALSOvas ,atpuac Ta
PIPpaTa TWV vo0TaXy6v Tres : MeanapL.

Again, this one impression (of the swallow passing before the poet's

eyes) forms the basis of the entire poem.

This device of beginning and ending with the same line(s) serves

to emphasize that the content of a poem is a development of an initial

single image or event; in the poetry of Elytis' first period this

device is exhibited notably in the poems of 'HAuoc o icpcSTog.
31

One

poem, for example, begins with the lines "0	 tpnauvc oTri .Ot)tao-cia/

BaIS yap6cpaXo altpwT40;
32 

Elytis develops the idea of the fertility

of the sea, inherent in the sea /garden association, to an address to an

anonymous, sensual, feminine persona.
33

After the line "rUa TO OW/6

Goo TO xaTtpu", a repetition of the first two lines brings the reader

back to the initial image.

,
Many of the love poems of HpoaavaToAuopou

34
 may also be

characterised as exhibiting this feature of instanteneity, as well

the section "Au-apteg".

29. Ibid., p. 268.

30. 'Analogies of Light', p. 641.

31. For example see poems VIII, X; also poem XVI.

32. Poem IX.

33. For a discussion on the portrayal of the sea as a second garden,
and the feminine sexual nature of the sea, see Chapter 2,
pp.48-51

34. For example, many of the poems in the section "H auvauVAx TWV

yucodNeuv", and pp. 34, 77.
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A third element that is repeated throughout Elytis' work is

the poet's concept of "meteorism": as Elytis said, "there are

creatures who have a tendency to mount up into the sky, to rise

towards the heights".
35

In his early poetry the "creature" may be a sailor boy,
36

Marina,
37
 Love itself

38
 or some element of Nature,

39
 and there is

no symbolic significance attached to this meteorism.

The element of meteorism takes on a more complex aspect in

the poetry of Elytis' second period with the introduction of the

related theme of resurrection, which reflects the poet's new interest

in religiorirthis theme is best represented by the hero of 'Aapa 

35. 'Analogies of Light', p. 641. See also A. Auxvaat, op.cit.,
p. 40: "Av pcAcTrlacu Havens Tnv 14,vrian UTTIV nanan too EATTI,

Et, nws n xua,apvn 74,vnall avau tva avti3aapa TOO lAuxo6
x66pou nau TOO ay.ap6nou Ttpos TOV oupavO n . (She adds "Hapu&
xiivnon npos Ta it&Tw", although this is a simplification of
Elytis' work.) See also Elytis' description of a dream in
AvoLxT4 XapTA, pp. 164-6, and ibid., p. 32.

36. 'HALos o np6To, p. 24, lines 3-4.

37. HpoaavaToAuapot, p. 129, lines 4-5. See also the song on
Marina in Ta pw too towTa, p. 13, lines 9-13.

38. In the seven part poem "2gwv", according to Decavalles in the
article, 'Eros: His Power, Forms and Transformations in the
Poetry of Odysseus Elytis', Books Abroad, Volume 49, Number 4,
1975, p. 663. Elytis also refers to feelings in general
ascending (HpoaavaToXuapot, p. 131, lines 7-9; p. 141, line 16),
as well as pity (ibid., p. 138, line 12), purity (ibid., p. 93,
line 6), and	 ('HauoS o naiToc, p. 30, lines 10-4, 24).

39. For example, fruit (RpoaavaToALapa, p. 35, lines 18-19; p. 96,
line 3); fire (ibid., p. 55, line 7). Note also the many
references to birds in Elytis' poetry; Petropoulos notes that
60% of the animals mentioned in HooaavaToXLapot are birds, mainly
seabirds. (H. HurpOnouXos, EXOTns, gpaX7-1, TaapoOvic, 5th
edition, EIMacus <<Fp4ppaTa>>, Athens, 1981, p. 39.)

40. This new interest in religion, or more specifically, the
Orthodox tradition, is an element of Elytis' personal mythology
in his second period. See the relevant section, Chapter 3.
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ntowUx6 xau ntv-aupo you Tovxautvo av ,aunoXoxay6 Trig AX0avag.
41 

Never-

theless, the emphasis on resurrection does not preclude the continued

use of imagery which portrays meteorism in a non-religious context.

pc TflV Rarrn VcOTTITa v' avca ,
GT° yAaux6 T ' oupavo6 - xu cxa va couauaaw!

42

Multp& xap&13ua 6ToU lik3oU To yUpLapa
npof3ati,vouv	 peg aTa vtcpri

an' Ti TV &XXTi pcpu4 TOO 13U.a06.43

The image of the boat rising into the sky is repeated in poems

from the third period.
44

Here meteorism is not portrayed simply as

an ascent or a resurrection, but as a flight towards the heights, "Ta

Taint 15(frl " which rep resent Paradise.
45

The idea of trying to fly

towards the heights is given fullest expression in Maga NecptArl: in

the pair of poems "0 nponaTopux6g Hap&Ocuaog" and "0 xapTacTOg" both

the Antiphonist and Maria express this desire to ascend to a paradise

as each understands it:

Ku Opwc irpouv nAaaptvn you xapTacTOg.
Ta 60 pou 4pc6av ax6pn xau oTav
cpcva UT° npoaxccpaX6 pou . . .
'Evuw,9.a To 6wp4Ta poU avtfiauvc
Ocv ovcupcOopouv - avOaLvc.46

41. The theme of resurrection is treated in greater detail in the
section on religion, footnotes 12-8.

42. To 'AELov EGTL, p. 55, lines 31-2. See also ibid., p. 22,
lines 20-1.

43. Ibid., p. 41, lines 6-9.

44. To TwTO6cvTpo, p. 29, lines 1-3; 0	 o riXu4Topag, p.29,
lines 1-2; Ta pw TOO tpwTa, p. 17, lines 5-6.

45. For details on Elytis' concept of Paradise and "Ta TrATa 41r1"
see Chapter 4, footnote 34-7.

46. Maa,a Nccpbtn, p. 59, lines 1-7. See also p. 61, lines 11-2,
17; p. 63, line 3.
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,
Of course Maria's name "NccpcAn"

47
 is also significant in its

connotations with the sky - in one poem the poet refers to her as
,'Ipug Maga NecpcX 48

 - and thus it is not surprising that she should

often be portrayed as rising ("avcOat',vEug co15 ptaa OTOV 'EpwTa").
49

Indeed there is a motif, prominent in Elytis' later poetry

and his collages,
50
 of the "girl-angel", the sensuous, often naked,

young girl in flight, who frequently brings a message.
51

Marina and

Maria Nefeli have already been mentioned above as examples of meteorism,
,

but there are other anonymous girls,
52
 as well as the famous ApeTfl. 53

A fourth thread that runs throughout all of Elytis' poetry is

his belief in the importance of a poem's structure. Although the

complex architectural schema, exemplified in works such as To 'MUM) 

EaTt!,, Maa,a Ne(ptXr1 and To povOypappa, is confined to the second and

47. Elytis speaks of the mythological connotations of both names of
the Mapta NccptAn title, but does not expand upon this statement.
('Analogies of Light', p. 640)

48. In the poem "'YUvos UTTI Mapt',a Nccpbm", p. 41, lines 4, 9; p. 43,
line 2. Cf. this association of a girl with a rainbow with the
girl in "HapaUaytg naves GE puay axTi,6a".

49. Mapida NeptAn, p. 23, line 14. See also ibid., p. 18, line 4.

50. See K. Friar, 'The Imagery and Collages of Odysseus Elytis',
Books Abroad, Volume 49, Number 4, 1975, p. 708.

51. See also 'Analogies of Light', p. 641: "It may be strange, but
in my poetry the spirit inevitably assumes the shape of a girl,
a young woman who has wings and can fly. This occurs repeatedly".

52. See H xaXool5 y ri cSTuS Xlmouoputg, Poem IV, line 15; 'EEfl maid pua 
TuckELs yua TOV oupav6, p. 23, lines 16 -7; the girl in the poem,
"H )(Owl no6 'pcpve o Oopu jt" in To cpwTO6cvTpo, pp. 13 -4; Ta pw
TOU EpwTa, p. 23, lines 13-8; Tpi,a nou61_TD-Ti-Z- p. 13, lines 16 -8;
ibid., p. 28, lines 1 -3; HpcpoXOyuo 6v6g ettaTou AnpuXt'dou, p. 50,
line 1; ibid., p. 53, lines 5-7; 0 puxpOs valiTt",Aos, p. 84, lines
12-6; ibid., p. 89, lines 18-20; AvouxT& XapTL&, pp. 21, 146-7.

53. 'E TI xau pua T4ELC yua TOV oupavo, pp. 16-7.	 Elytis refers to
this figure again in Maga NeTtXfl, p. 93, lines 1-2. There is
also a veiled allusion in 0 puxpOg vauTt',Ao, p. 95, line 18.
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third periods, one should not assume that these are the first or only

examples of Elytis' interest in the structure of a poem. Elytis has

had an "extraordinary passion for the order (sometimes hidden) of

structure",
54

and this is evident from his early poetry, despite

the surrealist influence.
55

Elytis claims that he has always been attracted to works of

music, art and poetry that possess "puav aOpaTil ycwpcTrAa".
56

Moreover

he believes that the form of a poem should be inseparably bound with

its content, and that the ideal poem would have a form analogous with

its content.
57

There is also a further reason for Elytis' emphasis on the

structure of a poem, and that is the challenge to express himself

within a framework.

I am aware that the average reader is not interested
in the design underlying a poem. I, however, set
up difficulties expressly in order to be able to
overcome them, in order to restrain myself, to
make myself operate within set limits.58

In Elytis' poetry of his first period this structural emphasis

54. J. Carson, 49 scholia on the poems of Odysseus Elytis, 'YO,Xov,
Athens, 1983, p. 126.

55. Robinson notes however that "the poems chosen for publication in
1935 were among the most controlled and conservative examples of
the material available", and perhaps not truly representative of
Elytis' early attempts at surrealist poetry, which were based on
the device of automatic writing. (C. Robinson, 'The Greekness
of Modern Greek Surrealism', Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies,
Volume 7, 1981, p. 132.)

56. "H unta.aan }tau r ycwptTpnan", p. 758.

57. Ibid., p. 759; 'Analogies of Light', p. 640; AVOLXT(!t XapTuOt,

PP . 322-3; ''Exw Ouxaidwpa aav 'EXXnvag v' avnavx j) yua TflV
TauTOTTIT&

58. 'Analogies of Light', p. 640.
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is mainly restricted to the arrangement of lines 59 and use of

repetition and parallelism,
61
 as the first poem of the collection

HpociavaToXLapot indicates:

0 IowTag
To apxunbtayog
Ku ri nava TWV aTp6v TOO

Ku ou yA4pou TWV ovapwv TOO

ETO RUO q)11X0 RaTOtpTu TOO 0 va6Trig aveaccu
'Eva Tpayo6Ou

0 plu)Tag
To Tpayo6Ou TOO

Ku ou opi4ovTEg TOO TaCLOLA TOO

KU ri rix(f) Trig vouTaXyi,ag TOO

ETOV 1160 ISpEptvo j3pho Trig n appe0,wvua6TumuCt itpouptveu
'Eva itap413t,

0 c loco-rag
To xap& (3  TOO

Kb 11 apcpupvilata TWV pcATcpuwv TOU

KU o cpX6xog Trig Oct'cSag TOO

ETOV nu° eXaTa mupaTuall6 TOO EVa Vflar, XUHVID,CEL

Too tpxop6.

59. This may refer to the number of lines in, and shape of, the
stanzas (see HpooavaToXuapoi,, pp. 13, 14, 20, 22-8, 46-8, 133,
136, 143-4, 145-6;'HA.Log o narog, pp. 11, 12, 17, 19, 21-2, 26,
37, 43) or to the length of lines and repeated patterns (see
HpoaavaToXuapot% pp. 13, 14, 15, 21, 78-9, 108-9, 114-5).

60. See for example ffpoaavaToALapa, p. 13, lines 1, 7, 13; p. 17,
lines 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12; pp. 46-8, lines 1, 3, 13, 16, 31, 46;
p. 49, lines 14, 15-6, 17-8; p. 52, lines 11, 14-5; p. 53, lines
9-10, 12, 20-1; p. 102, lines 1, 8, 15; p. 110, lines 1-6, 11;
p. 114, lines 1, 2, 4; p. 121, lines 4, 6, 9; pp. 125-6, lines
10-3, 30-1, 40-1; p. 127, lines 7-8, 12, 14; pp. 128-9, lines
1-2, 13-14, 20, 23, 35; p. 130, lines 20-1; p. 132, lines 16-9,
20-2; p. 133, lines 2, 4, 6-7, 13; p. 143-4, lines 1-3, 7, 13,
19, 27 -30; pp. 145-6, lines 2-3, 6-7, 12-3, 16-8, 22, 24-5, 27,
31, 34, 39-40, 44, 48, 50. 'nuog o Tcacos, p. 11, lines 1, 7,
8, 14; p. 28, lines 14-9, 21-3; p. 32, lines 12, 14-7, 18-9,
21-2.

61. See for example HpocavaToALapa, p. 13; p. 17; p. 43, lines 9-11;
p. 67, lines 23-4; p. 69, lines 12, 14; pp. 71-2, lines 1-2,
16-7, 33-4; p. 98, lines 5-6; p. 99, lines 5-6; p. 118, lines
6-13; pp. 130-1, lines 1-2, 14-5, 37-8; p. 133
'nuog o npwTog, p. 12, lines 10-2; p. 15, lines 1-4; p. 18,
lines 13-4; p. 23, lines 10-2, 17-8, 19-21; p. 38, lines 1-2,
14-5, 18-20; p. 40, lines 4-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11, 13-5. There are
countless other examples.
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as 'AulAct nowUmS 'nod ncvaupo yua TOV

,
and H xaXoa6vn GTLC Xuxonopucg.

63
 In 1948 however, while in Paris,

Elytis was persuaded by Char and Camus to write an article, "Pour un

lyrisme d'inventions architecturales et de metaphysique solaire".
64

He did not employ the actual theory of solar metaphysics until the

poetry of his third period (1971-85),
65

but his ideas on the

"architecture" of a poem found immediate expression in the intricate
, 66

structure of To 'Auov EGTL.

The new complexity, both thematic and linguistic, in TO 'AEUOV 

EUTli, required a far more elaborate and formal structure than any of

Elytis' previous works, and Byzantine hymnography provided the

framework.
67

The poem is divided into three parts; the first, "H

rtycau", is made up of seven hymns. The second, "Ta 11&-W, is

the most complex: it is composed of three categories, Psalms,

62. See for instance Poems A' and E', and cf. passim.

63. See Poem II, lines 7, 13, 18; Poem III, lines 1, 14, 21;
Poem IV, lines 3, 20, 22-3; Poem VII, lines 10-1, 17, 22.

64. AVOUXT jt XotpTLA, p. 322. The article was to be for Empedocle,
a journal dealing with "Mediterranean values" that was to be
published by Albert Camus and Rene Char. In fact the article
was never written, as the journal foundered, or so Elytis
believed (1°c-cit.). Vitti states however that Emp4docle was
first published in April 1949, and continued to be published
regularly after that. (Op.cit., pp. 229, 271)

65. This theory is discussed in Chapter 4.

66. Argyriou calls To '.Aluoy EUTt!, "TO nuo auaTrip& apxuTexTovutvo
noiAlpa" (A. Apyuptou, AuctOovAitc Avayvwcei,S EXAfivwv YneppeuXuaTjw,
Ex&Sucuc <<ryjian>>, Athens, 1983, p. 77.)

67. In the notes that accompanied the first publication of sections
of To ' AEUOV EGTl, in anu ,ac jvflan T  Xvn5 (April, 1958), Elytis
wrote that the poem was based "cnavw laTTIV avaTuA apxuTcwrovuxf1
pua; (pUVTUUTL4) EXXXnaliaUTLX	 XEuToup .gas..." (BaXtTa, op.cit.,
p. 162). Lignadis also compares it with the form of an ancient
tragedy, but this is misleading. (r. AuyvCcOnc, To 'AEuov EaTl, 

TOU EAUTn: T,Gotywy, ExoXuaolOc, AvCtXuan, 6th edition, BunuoVpm
E X 0VIS MwpatTri, <<TuxuxOv>>, Athens, 1982, p. 30.)

In the second period this also occurs in the early works, such
,

avauiroXoxay6 'Mg Way uctc
62

X ot 1.1V0
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Odes, and Readings,
68
 which are further grouped thematically into

three sections, each following an identical pattern.
69

The third

part, "To AoEacrrumiv" is composed of three sections of similar

structure.
70

In his third period Elytis continues to experiment with

repetition, and verse structure;
71
 for example in To QuiTLevTpo,

he substitutes spaces for the normal marks of punctuation, but it is

not until the love poem To povOypappa that the intricate structural

pattern beloved of To ' ACUOV EGTl, is repeated.
72

As well as employing

68. Lignadis uses the term Otapa instead of w6i'l (for his reasons,
see ibid., p. 14), but as Elytis had referred to Psalms, Odes
and Readings in his accompanying notes it seems pointless to
change the terminology.

69. That is, Psalm, Psalm Ode, Reading, Ode, Psalm, Psalm, Ode,
Reading, Ode, Psalm, Psalm. Thus there is a total of six
Readings, twelve Odes, and eighteen Psalms in this second
part of To ' MUOV EGTL.

70. Further details may be obtained from K. Friar, The Sovereign 
Sun, Temple University Press, Philadelphia, 1974, pp. 27-8,
or F. EaWS/1, 1 << i ikuov EUTt5> TO nanua TOU EAUTW, in
0 EATTI, nr(OOVOL HOUTIT	 2: 06uaakas EX1Tns ExXoy 1935-
1977, 4th edition, <<'Poiptov>>, Athens, 1979, p. 179. For
information on the influence of the liturgical tradition on
To 'AELov EGTI, see the section "The influence of the literary
tradition of Greece" in Chapter 3.

71. For examples of Elytis' experiments with innovative poetic
structures, see"TaXpOg xau WmptAwT6 yua puav &vouEn OTTN

in Ta eTcpo.aaVI , and the poems in Tpi,a TcoupaTa; 0 potpOs vauTti,Xog,
pp. 61, 64; and the collections 0 FIALos o riALATopag and Ta pw 
TOO 6pwra, in which Elytis introduced a further aspect of his
writing style, song composition.

72. Before the publication of Maga NutX11, the third of Elytis'
works with an intricate structure, Friar characterized To
povOypappa as being "as highly schematized as Axion Es'il." and
as having the most complicated structural design. (The Sovereign 
Sun, p. 39.)
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a complicated mathematical design, 73
 Elytis introduces a new element:

words and phrases from the line given in the preface

8a ney6 TAvTa - p' axok5g; - yLa atva,
avos, GTOV Hotat8cLao.

are repeated in each of the seven poems that make up the collection.
74

In Maga NccgArl, the intricate structure of To ' ALOV EGa, is

also repeated; Elytis himself said that its structure is even more

complex than that of the latter.
75

This is due to the fact that the

"almost exclusively ... first-person lyrical poet"
76
 has introduced

for the first time a second speaker who is equally important.

Maronitis, who has provided a study of the technical and thematic

structuring of the poem, illustrates how this theme of twins or pairs

is reflected in the content.
77

To 'Auov EGTli, To povOypappa and Maga NccgAn all possess an

intricate, almost mathematical pattern; this should not suggest, however,

that Elytis' other works are not based on any planned structure. A

major factor in the composition of all of his poetry is the continual

return to the number seven, or multiples of it; details are given below

in order to indicate the importance of this factor. Elytis has always

tended to gravitate towards this number in his poetry, and it would

seem to be endowed with a mystical significance, although critics are

73. For details
Friar, ibid.

on the mathematical structure of To poy hpappot, see
, pp. 39-40.

74. That is, .ftt
three times
"p 'axons;"
eight times
HapCtscLao",

is repeated three times in Poem I; nevc!) occurs
in Poem II; nOcyTa, seven times in Poem III;
occurs thirty-two times in Poem IV; "yLa a6va",
in Poem V; uovo S four times in Poem VI; and "GTOV

twice in Poem VII.

75. 'Analogies of Light', p. 640.

76. Decavalles, op.cit., p. 37.

77. A. Mapwvi,Tng, 'Opou TO) XupLapo6 OTOV Nuaata EATfl, 3rd edition,
<<Kt5po2>, Athens, 1982, pp. 95-8.
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divided as to whether the poet's persistent attachment is simply a

technique,
78
 or an expression of a belief approaching that of a

religious mysticism.
79

There are two methods that Elytis uses to introduce the

symbolic number into his poetry, the first relating to the structure

of the collections. Each collection is based on the number seven,

or multiples of it, as the following list clearly indicates.

In ffpoaavaToAuapa there are five groups of seven poems each.
80

As well as this there are two groups, "Au .agcs" and "H auvauXi,a TWV

yuaxiM-wv",
81 

which are made up of twenty-one poems: in all, seven

sets of poems. The section, "H Taa TOU xaAoxaupuo6", which includes

such poems as "H Maava TWV (3p&xwv" and "H TpcXXIfi Po6u&", is a collection

of fourteen separate poems. The work 'HXuos o narcos is a collection

of twenty eight poems,
82
 and the accompanying HapaUayes navw ac puav 

00(Tti5a is made up of seven poems, representing the colours of the

rainbow.
83

78., Vitti, op.cit., p. 29; r. Aavul!)A, 'EnTC/ nap& La <<AEXTi,a>> yua
TOO EAT ', X(IpTils, Volumes 21-3, November 1986, p. 478;
Eal313i3Ons, op.cit., p. 177.

79. K. kinTaj ins, To <<'Aol.la lipwUxO xau ntvaupo yua TOO xaptvo 
avaunoXoxayO Trls AXf3avC.,as>> .-cou 0c5ua6a EXI5Tri, ExOeiacu
<<EXklivux-ri HauSaa>>, Athens, 1980, p. 13.

80. That is, "En-r& vuxTcpuv& enTOtaTuxa", "Hapcupa epos TflV ntlinTn
EROA", "Qpifwv", "Auovuaos" and "Ou HX605OPES TOU ayvjoaTou".

81. When "Au-api,Es" was first published, (Ta ITLA FacppaTa 3, December
1937, pp. 709-14), it was entitled ri')uva ,a0ppaTa cuToxi,a, and
consisted of fourteen poems. The original title of "H auvauXixt
TWO yuaxi,vwv" was EupE-a)puo VIC auwni')s, and contained only
seven poems in its first publication. (Ibid., pp. 715-7.)

82. Furthermore a few of the poems from this collection are made
up of stanzas of seven lines (pp. 11, 12, 26).

83. Poem VII is composed of seven stanzas.
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'Aapa ripwr,x6 xau itLeupo yLa TOV xaptvo aveuroAoxay6 Tflg 

AX13avi,as consists of fourteen poems; H xaXoaOvn YTLS Xuxonopas 

is divided into seven parts. In To 'ALov EUTt% the first part

"H rtVEULg" is divided into seven hymns, each representing a day

in creation. However, the structural importance of the number seven

in this instance is due more to the suggestion of the Biblical

counterpart rather than Elytis' gravitation towards the number

seven8
4
 In 'EET1 xau pi c. T4CUC yua TOV oupavo even the title

becomes part of Elytis' schema based on the number seven. The

collection consists of seven poems (if "0 Unvos TWV ycvvai,wv" and

its parallel are considered to be one poem); the seventh is entitled

"Ev& ptpcg yua TflV auwvaTua", and is divided into seven days/parts.

This is also the case with the collection To cpwTOSevTpo. Its

subtitle is xau fl ObtaTfl TsTapTri opopcpuCt,
85 

and it too has a poem

with a parallel ("Ta Suo TOU xoapou");
86 

if these are considered to

be one poem, then the work consists of twenty-one poems, with the

title poem, "To cpuc66EvTpo" the fourteenth.
87

Another poem "H

0c5aacua" is divided into seven sections by the intervening nautical

terms (np6aw, npoaco fipcpa, 6Xo (,cuOt etc.).
88 

0 o IlAu4Topag has

a cast of seven "characters",
89 and there are twenty-one "speeches".

To povOypappa offers possibly the most extensive use of the

number seven in Elytis' work, certainly up until this point. The

84. The influence of the Bible on To 'ALov EGTI'd is discussed in
the section on religion in Chapter 3.

85. The symbolic meaning of this phrase is discussed by Vitti, op.cit.,
pp. 309-10; Friar, 'The Sovereign Sun', p. 36; KapavT6vng, op.cit.,
pp. 209-10.

86. "Ta Ouo TOU x6apou" and its parallel contain fourteen and twenty-
one stanzas respectively.

87. This poem is composed of three parts, each containing seven stanzas.

88. See also the poems "reyov6g Tou Auyo6aTou" (seven lines);
"ApxtTunov" (seven stanzas); and "860HTLYTfl" (fourteen stanzas).

89. Listed on p. 7 of the collection: acp flynT .6g, o fdtuog, (IvEpou,
xogTau, Opos avO4v, xOpog yuvaux(ov, TpayouSuaTt.
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work is a collection of seven poems, each consisting of seven lines

or multiples of that number: Poem I has seven lines; Poem II,

twenty one; Poem III, thirty five; Poem IV, forty nine; Poem V,

thirty five; Poem VI, twenty one; and Poem VII, seven. Further

details on the stanzaic and metrical arrangement (which is also

based on the number seven) are given by Friar.
90

Ta pw TOO 6pwTa consists of seven groups of songs, two of which

are translations from Brecht and Lorca. Of Elytis' own work, the

first four groups ("Mt,xpcS xula4(5Eg"; "To .e-aXaaaLv6 Tp(415XXL"; "H

Havayu& TWV xoLpunpaw"; and "0 xapaLAkwv") each contain seven

songs.
91

The fifth group, "Ta pw TOO cpwTa", consists of twenty eight

songs. Ta c-repo&cAl'i is divided into two sections, each of which

contain seven poems. Many of these poems have a further stanzaic

pattern based on the number seven.
92

In Mapi,a Necoan the two

characters have a total of twenty one parallel monologues, three sets

of seven. These three sets plus the four interconnecting pieces -

the prologue, the songs of Maria and the Poet, and the epilogue -

add up to seven.
93

Tpt'da notApaTa 'pe unpai,a euxaLpi,ag' contains

three poems, each of which is made up of seven sections. HpEpoXOyuo 

cvOc aelaTou AnouV,ou consists of forty nine poems, which cover a

period of twenty eight days.

90. 'The Sovereign Sun', pp. 39-40.

91. The seventh song in each group is often significant. In the
case of the groups "H HavayA TWV xoLlinTflpaw" and "0
xapauX6wv", the seventh song takes its title from the title
of the group; the seventh song of the group "MLxpes xylak&Ocg"
is "Av&pecya apa }tat, TuCc".

92. The first poem of each section ("TaX116 xat, Tnpu&AJTO yLa pLav
(IVOL,Efl GTI)v A0va" and "H EALT1 Tres Karng") follows a pattern
of three lines or stanzas, then a seven line refrain. The
second poem of each section ("Ac!o5cma Nflawy 'AyycAoc" and "0
(MAXolAvTric") has seven stanzas of seven lines. "Tres EcVlvflg
Tric MuTuVivri" contains two parts, both composed of seven stanzas;
"auTOvflaoc" follows a pattern of four lines and than a seven
line refrain (cf. the pattern of the first poem of each section);
and finally, "AnOcITLxot puoTux4" contains fourteen three line
stanzas.

93. For further details see MapwvLrflg, op.cit., pp. 94-5; roW,o0t4c,
op.cit., pp. 25-6.
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The most recent of Elytis' poetical works is 0 pulip6c VUOTtA0K,

and this is the only collection that approaches To poaypappa in terms

of the emphasis given to the number seven in its structure. It

consists of fourteen sections: seven of these (the sections entitled

"Mupt,aat, TO jcpucToy " and "Kau pc cpwg xau pc -a&vaTov") are each

composed of seven parts (prose or poetry). Four of the remaining

sections (entitled "0 pulipcS vav-aAog") are each made up of seven

"scenes", and the last of the other three sections (entitled "'OTTW

TLC cpatau") contains a list of thirty five "images".
94

There are

further intricacies contained within individual poems.
95

The second method used by Elytis is simply to include the word

seven in various phrases; although they occur several times,
96

references to the number are not as frequent, nor as impressive as

the structural examples given above. Nevertheless, these references
,

do seem to have a kind of mystical quality: "ou ETT& oupavou";97

n ob C(PT& ao(poi, TOO Aupou".
98

94. The first fourteen refer to Greek islands; the next seven to
various places outside Greece; the next seven to Greek islands;
and the last seven are devoted to erotic portrayals of named
girls.

95. For example see pp. 28, 31 (the list contains forty nine words),
57, 67.

96. A total of eighteen times: see HpoaavaToXuapor„ p. 22 (title);
p. 120, line 6; p. 135, line 5; p. 145, line 21; 'HXuog o Tcp6Tos,
p. 40, line 4; To 'ACuov EcTL, p. 47, lines 3, 4; 'E-11 }tau pua 
T6(1)cus yLa TOV oupaa, p. 24 (title); To owTO6cyTpo, p. 32,
line 7; Ta pw TOO rptoTa, p. 15, line 1; p. 16, line 7; p. 61,
line 4; Mapixt NecpX7-1, p. 27, lines 6, 12; p. 34, line 18; p. 90,
lines 9, 10.

97. 'HXuos o n4Toc, p. 40, line 4; Maada NETtAfl, p. 34, line 18.

98. To 031-66evTpo, p. 32, line 7. Elytis even changes fairytale
tradition to fit his preoccupation with the number. In the
song "H M&yLa" (Ta OW TOU 4wTa), the first and last stanzas
("H IloOX Lot Tchci, ETT6 Ira ti6	 / pea' an' TOOK oupavoOg itcpvOt")
contradict the fact, as Meraklis points out, that the original
fairytale specified that there were only six children. (M.
Mcpcoatig, AcuaTATc EpprivEuTuxkg (50XLIAK GTOV 0,5uaaka EATn,
IlaT47in, Athens, 1984, p. 21.)
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A fifth element which is repeated throughout Elytis' poetry,

and which was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, is the

concept of "the sanctity of the senses".
99

Certainly the senses are very important in Elytis' poetry

especially that of the first period. Rotolo notes that the most

prominent feature of the content of HpociavaToXualla and 'HXLoc o 

upwTo  is "the vast range of sensations and notations with which the

poet expresses his relationship with the outside world and with his

own self".
no

The importance of the senses in this first period may be

attributed to the influence of Surrealism; Elytis reveals that

this was one of the movement's primary features that interested

him,
101

commenting later

Surrealism also stimulated us through the great
importance it placed on the senses. Everything
was perceived through the senses.102

Robinson makes the point that the selection of kuard's poems chosen

by Elytis for translation (which appeared in Ta Nta ratppaTa, 2 March

1936, pp. 232-6)
103

 rather than emphasizing the surreal elements -

which the accompanying article had discussed
104

 - tended to focus on

the way "gluard's poems appeal to the senses in their imagery with

99. This term was used by Elytis in the interview 'Analogies of
Light', pp. 631-2, 640.

100. V. Rotolo, 'The "Heroic and Elegiac Song for the Lost Second
Lieutenant of the Albanian Campaign": The Transition from the
Early to the Later Elytis', Books Abroad, Volume 49, Number 4,
Autumn 1975, p. 690.

101. AvouxT& XapTuCt, p. 381.

102. 'Analogies of Light', p. 631.

103. Elytis' translations of other. t-luard poems also appeared in
Ta Nta rp&ppaTa, 2, Number 3, November 1936, pp. 854-60.

104. This article is reproduced in Avotivr& XapttA, pp. 450-4.
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nature, especially sunlight, birds and stones..." 105

In HpoaavaToXuapoi,, and to a lesser extent in 'HALog o naro,

the emphasis is on the visual senses. There are appeals to the

other senses - for instance, the plants that Elytis mentions are

frequently highly scented
106

 - but the imagery is primarily visual.
107

This is also conveyed in the frequency of the words pkTua	 upaTa,
108

and in such phrases as

,
Et",vau Ta paTua nua nou xupuapxouv

109

,
H aTuAnvA.ai,a-aflan nai,pvcTau aTa pa-Ewa

110

'0,Tu MOUT6W pc Tn pa-EL& pc .b-acpcu.
111

Elytis also stresses the importance of the appeal to the visual

senses (over the acoustic) in the emphasis given to the word "Gum" ,112

often in conjunction with an example of visual imagery:

105. C. Robinson, 'Elytis and French Poetry 1935-1945', Books 
Abroad, Volume 49, Number 4, Autumn 1975, p. 680.

106. For example, jasmine, roses, and various herbs. See Chapter
2, footnote 149.

107. This point has been stressed by many critics e.g. Auxvaat,
op.cit., p. 22; K. Friar, 'The Imagery and Collages of Odysseus
Elytis', Books Abroad, Volume 49, Number 4, Autumn 1975, p. 704.
Elytis notes that "auvOuaa va pciacpp&W n jtvTa x&e. c you cvTOnwan
onTux&" (AvouxT& XapTu&, p. 103; his emphasis).

108. The words arru /pOrruct occur thirty three times in HpoaavaToXuapa,
and twelve times in 'HX,Log o upj ro. MaTu& occurs five and
three times respectively.

109. HpoaavaToXuapa, p. 68, line 10.

110. Ibid., p. 83, line 1.

111. 'HXuog o np6Tog, p. 41, line 5.

112. The word auwdl occurs sixteen times in HpoaavaToXupa; "H
auvauXt",a TWV yuaaveuv" was initially entitled "EupcTfpuo TrIg
auwnAc" (see footnote 81), and the word occurs twice in the
first poem.



EuvoUxg auTpocpcyyag Lpepav Tfl auvRA

Ku n xauvol5pua	 Trig Aetpucu aRox&A1411
114

Most references to the acoustic senses are not wholly favourable:
115116

"pua pcXw6ta napacaxTn-; -ROU anaCcu
115,	 116

 TOV 11X0 TOW'.

In the second period the imagery is still primarily visual, but

much less so than in HpoiaavaToAucipo  and 'nuog o narog.
117

The

sound of words has become a significant element in Elytis' poetry,

and in To 'Muov EGT(,, for instance, there are lists of plants,

birds and sea creatures chosen not for any symbolic meaning but

simply on the basis of the word's echo.
118

In the third period this change in emphasis is even more marked;

indeed one critic goes so far as to say that "ftv xupuapxo6v Rua Ta
,

paTua aXXa n axon".
119
 Elytis' interest in the sound of words (especially

plants) is now augmented by an increasing interest in speech, and

onomatopoeia.
120

Nevertheless, whether the emphasis is on the visual or acoustic

senses, there is no doubt that Elytis relies heavily on an appeal to

113. HpoaavaToXualia, p. 23, line 1.

114. Ibid., p. 39, line 6. See also ibid., p. 29, lines 1-3.

115. Ibid., p. 23, line 2.

116. Ibid., p. 50, line 3.

117. "ETo 'Auov EaTi, n paTu& avau n&vTa n nayrn aixenan, pcivo Rou
OEN) apxa Rua". (Auxvapjt, op.cit., p. 50.)

118. To 'Acov ECTI% p. 15, line 28, ibid., p. 17, lines 11-4,
32-4; ibid., p. 18, lines 29-31; ibid., p. 19, lines 1-5.

119. Auxvapc11, op.cit., p. 113.

120. This aspect of Elytis' poetry of the third period is covered
in Chapter 4.

28.

113
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the senses in all of his poetry. However, a simple appeal is not

enough for Elytis: in his work, he wishes the senses to be "sacred":

I, too, have brought to poetry a method of
apprehending the world through the senses.
The ancient Greeks, of course, did the same,
except that they did not have the notion of
sanctity which only appeared with the arrival
of Christianity. I have tried to harmonize
these two terms; that is, whenever I speak
of the most sensuous matters, I conceive of
them as being in a state of purity and sanctity.
I aim at the union of these two currents.121

It would be natural to assume that this juxtaposition of

sensuousness/purity is best expressed in Elytis' erotic poems

(notably from HpoaavaToXuupot), and in the oft-expressed belief

that purity may be found in the sexual act and/or the sensuous

body of a naked woman.
122

What better example of Elytis' statement

/I ... Christianity's idea of sanctification I ... adapt to the world

of the senses",
123

 than in the poem "H xOpn TEA 'cpcpvc o 13opu&s",

where the girl-angel, who appears to the poet beside the little

chapel, is described in intensely sensual terms:

Haxava pua aTuyal va 6w pcyaXwavn Tn
61,X&XU TWV 11051AV	 HUu 6X0 TO ptaa ptpoc
pc TO XtY0 ax6pn aCauo Trl s .a&Xotaaag	 'YcTepa
pot') ' Ioc rl popw(Su& TrI s 	 6Xo cpaaxo q,copt!,
xu Ctypua 0ouvt6ua yu&pnoX n124

121. 'Analogies of Light', pp. 631-2. This juxtaposition of pagan
and Christian elements, expressed here in Elytis' notion of the
sanctity of the senses, is also reflected in his imagery, notably
in his portrayal of the religious tradition of Greece. See
Chapter 3.

122. For example, see To 'ikuov EGT1, p. 20, lines 19-23; 'Erl }tau pua 
T4ELC yua TOV ouT67), p. 20, lines 1-7; Maaa NccptXn, p. 77,
lines 19-22. The purity/sexual motif is another example of Elytis'
theme of the union of opposites.

123. 'Analogies of Light', p. 632.

124. To TwT66EvTpo, p. 14, lines 8-12.
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Elytis stresses, however, that the element of sanctity is not

confined to his erotic poetry. Rather "the senses do not necessarily

possess erotic connotations for me, since they have an aura of

sanctity; the senses are elevated to a level that is sacred".
125

 This

is confirmed in his letter to Friar about the writing of 'AGpa ripwUxO 

xau TcL .aupo yua TOV xaptvo avOunoXoxayO 'cgs AXP.avi,ac, a poem that one

would not classify as erotic; Elytis wrote that he was aiming for a

climax

the fusion of Platonic and Christian ideas up
to a certain point - something extremely difficult
for me since I did not wish to reach that point
unless through the majestic road of feeling or
intuition. 126

The importance of the senses, with the emphasis on the visual

and acoustic, and their "sanctification" is then a fifth element of

his poetry; thus does he refer, in his most recent poetical work to

xopucp	 TWV auc lacwv npuv an' OXa".

This chapter has attempted to show that while Elytis' personal

mythology may be divided into three separate stages, it also encompasses

a set of theories whose expression is not restricted to just one period

but permeates all three. By providing a constant background, this

aspect of his personal mythology acts as a framework within which one

can study the changes in emphasis between periods. This set of theories

consists of five elements: Elytis' concept of the union of opposites;

the instantaneous impression; meteorism; the structure of a poem, and

the related significance of the number seven; and the sanctity of the

senses.

125. 'Analogies of Light', p. 632.

126. K. Friar, 'Odysseus Elytis', p. 176 (my emphasis).

127. 0  puxpOg vau-aiXo, p. 118, lines 4-5.

127
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The first, Elytis' concept of the union of opposites, was shown

to be based on Heracleitus' theory of opposites and surrealist belief.

(It is significant that the movement saw Heracleitus as having a

considerable influence on surrealism.) Upon further examination, it

was revealed that there are several strands to this concept of the

union of opposites in Elytis' poetry, namely: the portrayal of the

sea as a second sky; the image of the colours white and black as one;

the union of two opposite personalities, exemplified in Maaa Nscpbal;

and the union of abstract ideas, which is a recurrent motif in To

P AELov EaTt in particular.

The second, the instantaneous impression, was described by the

poet as where a single impression or action forms the basis of an

entire poem. This element is developed notably in Elytis' work of

his second and third periods; in his earlier poetry it is often

expressed in the device of beginning and ending a poem with the same

line(s).

Meteorism was also shown to be an extremely important element

in Elytis' personal mythology. In the first period its expression

does not have any symbolic meaning: it simply portrays a creature

or object rising towards the heights. In the second period,however,

meteorism reflects the poet's new interest in religion; hence there

is a corresponding new emphasis on the related theme of resurrection,

and this is exemplified in 'Aapa Ti pwrAIO xau irkvaupo yLa TOV xapkvo 

aveatmoXoxoty6 Trig Way i,ag. Finally, in the third period, meteorism

is portrayed as a flight towards the heights - "Ta TaTa 64,/1 " - which

represent Paradise, this notion being best illustrated in Maaa 

116(gX/1. Maria Nefeli herself was shown to be an expression of a

recurrent motif in Elytis' poetry, namely, the "girl-angel" in flight,

who often brings a message.

A fourth element was the emphasis given by Elytis to a poem's

structure. This was revealed to be based on: his belief that a

poem's form should be bound inseparably with its content; and his

desire to overcome the challenge of expressing himself within a frame-

work. This element is present in all three periods, although the
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level of intricacy of poetic structure increases with the years.

For example, in the poetry of the first period, and the early

works of the second, the emphasis is restricted to the arrangement

of lines, and the use of repetition and parallelism. It is not until

To 'AELov EUTt - whose new thematic and linguistic complexity required

a more elaborate structure than that previously employed - that the

concept of a formal poetic framework (which was provided by Byzantine

hymnography) occurs. However in the third period it is not until

To povOypappa and Maga NecgAn that the intricate mathematical pattern

of To 'AELoy EaTt is repeated.

Elytis' use of the number seven was also revealed to be an

important aspect, in terms of structure: examination of his work

showed every single collection to be based on this number, and its

influence may also be detected in individual poems.

A final element is Elytis' concept of the sanctity of the senses.

The importance of the appeal to the senses in Elytis' poetry was

shown to be due to two factors: firstly, the emphasis that the

surrealist movement placed on the senses; and secondly, Elytis' own

desire to portray the senses as "sacred".

Elytis relies heavily on an appeal to the senses in all three

periods, but nevertheless a change in focus may be noted: in the

first period the imagery is primarily visual, and this is also the

case in the second period, although not to the same extent. However

in the latter the sound of words has become more important, and this

change is even more marked in the third period where the emphasis is

on the acoustic senses.

As stated above these five elements - the union of opposites;

the instantaneous impression; meteorism; the architecture of a poem;

and the sanctity of the senses - act as a "control", and provide a

constant background for the other aspect of Elytis' personal mythology,

that is, the elements whose focus changes from period to period. Having



thus examined the framework, it is now appropriate to proceed to

an analysis of his personal mythology in terms of its development

and change in emphasis between periods, beginning with the poetry

of the first period.

33.
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CHAPTER TWO

PART ONE: THE THEME OF PERSONIFICATION IN
ELYTIS' POETRY OF HIS FIRST PERIOD (1935-43)

In Elytis' poetry of his first period, allusions to the figures

of Classical mythology are, to a great extent, replaced by a personal

mythology which is based on the devices of personification and

metamorphosis. This chapter deals with the former.

Describing the function of personification in the interview with

Ivarsk, Elytis said:

This is the mechanism of personification which
I employ here, myth-making, if you wish, but
without evoking any mythical figures... this is
the mechanism of personifying abstract ideas, yet
without turning them into recognizable figures.1

In Elytis' view,personification,or rather the principle under-

lying personification,is one that gave rise to ancient myth: ancient

cultures, including Egyptian, Sumerian, Akkadian and Greek, as well as

the Germanic and Indian races, personified Nature, expressing natural

phenonema in human terms, so that they might better understand it.2

This cosmogony, both associated with, andafunctionof, the nature gods,
3

was probably Asiatic in origin,
4
 and this primitive form of mythology

was carried, not surprisingly, to greater lengths in the Near-Eastern

models than in the Greek.
5
 Nevertheless, the concept of nature gods

persists in the later stages of Greek mythology in such elements as

the personification of the storm winds, and in associations such as

1. 'Analogies of Light', p. 639.

2. This is the position taken by Thorkild Jacobsen, notably in
reference to Sumerian myths and Mesopotamian mythology in general
(quoted by G.S. Kirk, Myth: Its Meaning and Function in Ancient 
and Other Cultures, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1970,
pp. 89, 101, 114). Note Kirk's remarks on the similarities between
the Greek and Mesopotamian mythologies (Ibid,, pp. 223-6).

3. Ibid., pp. 218, 224.

4. Ibid., p. 253.

5. Ibid., p. 203. The Sumerian culture was particularly interested
in this nature-god feature of mythology. (Ibid., p. 90)
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that of Zeus with thunder, and Hecate with the moon.
6

These simplistic personifications of nature were, in time,

replaced
7
 by more fully anthropomorphic deities whose functions

parallel this development, becoming devoted to the organization of

the human world, and the establishment of fertility.
8
 The resultant

Olympic pantheon is evidence of the great complexity of Greek

mythology; Kirk states that "no other mythology known to us -

developed or primitive, ancient or modern - is marked by quite the

same complexity and systemic quality as the Greek". 9

The concept of anthropomorphic gods is certainly not exclusively

Greek, but anthropomorphism is an important characteristic, a major

theme, of Greek mythology. As well as nature and the more sophisticated

deities, abstract concepts such as Death, Sleep, War and so on are

personified.
10

Moreover, there are many creatures that are half man,

half animal: centaurs, satyrs, sirens and the Phoenix are a few

examples.11

Thus in its role as an important characteristic of Greek

mythology, to Elytis personification is "the mechanism of myth-making",

a means of portraying events that led to the form of Greek mythology

6. Ibid., p. 203. Kirk also gives the examples of the association
of Poseidon with earthquakes, and Helios the sun-god. He suggests
that "ideas connected with cosmogony and nature-gods, perhaps
because of their strong Asiatic sanction, remain substantially
unmodified". (Ibid., p. 253)

7. This replacement is portrayed in Hesiod's Theogony by means of
what is known as the "Succession motif/myth", an element which
has a distinct parallel in many Oriental mythologies. For a
detailed discussion of this motif, see Kirk, op.cit., pp. 214-9;
M.L. West's commentary on the Theogeny (Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1966, pp. 20-30).

8. Kirk, op.cit., p. 218.

9. Ibid., p. 205. See p. 248 however.

10. Cf. personification of abstract concepts in Elytis' poetry.
See Footnotes 20, 21.

11. See Kirk, op.cit., pp. 152-62, for a discussion of these creatures
as a primitive expression of the notion of the contrast between
nature and culture.
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which Homer and Hesiod were to reinforce (the latter concentrating on

cosmogony and nature gods, as well as the background to the more fully

anthropomorphic deities; the former emphasizing the ritualized portrayal

of these deities).

Of course, Homer and Hesiod were not the first to systematize

Greek beliefs about the gods, but were working with a long established

tradition.
12

West argues that the contents of the Theogony go back to

the Mycenaean Age,
13
 while Kirk suggests that a mythical tradition

could date back beyond the Mycenaean to the Bronze Age or even further.
14

This means that what Kirk terms "the genuine mythopoeic urge"
15

and the subsequent creation of a Greek mythology should not be confused

with any literary tradition.

In terms of Elytis' poetry it should always be borne in mind that

his personal mythology is emphatically not concerned with the latter,

and is not Homeric or even Hesiodic, despite similarities with Hesiod

in the area of personifications of nature.
16

Elytis rarely refers to

the figures of mythology,
17
 for these are not the mythopoeic basis,

but a further, highly ritualized and conceptualized development.

Rather, Elytis is looking for the sources of the neo-Hellenic

world,
18
 and he finds this in the impulse that led men to portray

natural events in human form i.e. personification. This is why he

compares the two: "This is the mechanism of personification... myth-

making, if you wish..."
19

12. Ibid., p. 251; West, op.cit., p. 29. See also West's review of
theogonic literature, both Greek and foreign. (Ibid., pp. 1-16)

13. Ibid., p. 14.

14. Kirk, op.cit., pp. 240-1, 247-9.

15. Ibid., p. 251.

16. For example, Gaea, Pontos, Oceanus. See Hamill, op.cit., p. 92 however.

17. Classical mythological allusions do occur in the poetry of his
second period (see p. 116, n. 99), and even more frequently in
the third period, however.

18. 'Analogies of Light', p. 639.

19. Loc.cit.
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Elytis has taken this important theme of personification, and

employed it in his work as an element of his personal mythology.

There appear to be two different methods of personification used:

the first involves personifying abstract ideas, and this device

appears infrequently throughout Elytis' poetry, notably in 'Aapa 

ro	
,

11Pwl6 Hat, TuMupo yu	 ama TOV xaptvo avoAoxayO Tris AX(3avuac
20
 and

,
'EEn xau put T4EL yua TOV ovpayo,

21
 which are the transitional

works between the first and second, and second and third periods

respectively.

The second, and preferred, device is to personify elements of

Nature by attributing human form and attributes to them. This technique

appears throughout Elytis' poetry; however, since Nature, and its

portrayal, predominates in the first period of Elytis' poetry,
22
 it

follows that the theme of personification also has its greatest

expression in the two works of that period, HpoaavaToxLapoi, and 'HAuoc 

o TcpLo. It is this aspect that will be examined in the following

pages; the personification of abstract ideas will not be discussed,

as this chapter deals with Elytis' personal mythology of his first

period only.

Aspects of nature personified by Elytis are many and varied;

they include the four essential elements
23
 - the sun, sea, earth and

wind - as well as various trees and plants. These will all be examined

in greater detail below.

20. For example, agony (Ibid., p. 9, lines 12-3); fear (p. 11, line 6);
pity (p. 21, line 6); solitude (loc.cit., line 15); freedom (p. 22,
line 8); goodness (p. 27, line 7); and modesty (p. 35, line 11).
Mitsakis believes that these personifications become real characters
in the drama, although this is probably overemphasizing their
importance. (op.cit., p. 38)

21. Regret (Ibid., p. 13, line 14; p. 19, line 7); time (p. 13, line
11; p. 22, line 16; p. 23,line 2); virtue (p. 16, lines 17-20;
p. 17, lines 1-3) i and purity (p. 20, lines 19-20).

22. 'Analogies of Light', p. 639.

23. Robinson comments that the four elements are "very much to the
fore" in gluard's poetry. ('Elytis and French Poetry 1935-1945',
p. 680).
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If any one element of Nature characterizes Elytis' early poetry

it is the sun and its dazzling brilliance.
24

The poet himself has

stated that "... the sun has always had a central place in my

poetry..."
25
 but there is no doubt that it is best represented in

the poetry of this first period.
26

Of course, Elytis is not the only Greek poet to have recourse
,

to the sun as a symbol, to such a degree - Ritsos' Pwpuoavvri
27
 and

Kazantzakis' Waacua
28 

are two works that exemplify this particular

imagery; indeed, when discussing this aspect of Elytis' poetry,

critics have cited the latter as a form of comparison.
29

Yet even

24. The second work of Elytis' first period is entitled 'HXuoc o 
nockoc with the subtitle pact, pc Tt.s RapaUaytg n&vw cc lit2tv 
axTu5a. The frontispiece to this work has the inscription,
" ETaL GUXV& 6-rav pLXL) yua TM) FlAuo pncp5cOcTat, arn yX(fJoaa
pov tva pcy&Xo TpLavT&croXXo xaTax6xx1,vo aXAA Scv pot) aVUL

ISoAcTO va awn&aw".

25. 'Analogies of Light', p. 640. In his third period Elytis
returned to the sun as a basis for a poetical collection
in 0 FIALog o nAu&Topas.

26. A third of all references to the words "fiALog" and "(pwg"
occur in the two early works: there are a total of 183
references to the sun in Elytis' work, and 38 of these come
from EpoaavaToXuapoi., with 23 from 'HALog o Tcarog. Of a
total of 101 allusions to light, 31 and 5 come from HpoaavaToXuapoi, 
and 'HXuos o npwTos respectively. (Source: N. KccpaXCOns - r.
HanCtcoyXou, llivaxas AtEWV <<HOLflp&TWV>> TOO 06vauta EATfl,
<<BOXLoOcTLwri MtXuclua>>, Thessalonica, 1985).

27. For example, Poem I, lines 9 -15; Poem III, lines 3 -14; Poem IV,
lines 47-8; Poem VI, lines 1-4, 35-6, and many others. Cf. also
Vitti, op.cit., p. 103.

28. "... the entire poem is sunwashed and sundrenched in the brilliant
light of Greece. The Sun itself is a personification in the poem;
it talks, walks, and weeps with him on his (Odysseus') adventures."
(K. Friar, The Spiritual Odyssey of Nikos Kazantzakis, The North
Central Publishing Company, St. Paul, 1979, p. 12.) An address
to the sun is a feature of both the Prologue and Epilogue, and
Paq)w(qa T' (lines 1-37, 78-81, 89-95, 100-6, 658-62, 666-9).

29. For example, Carson op.cit., p. 74; M. Levitt, 'Odysseus Elytis
and Modern Greek Poetry', The Charioteer, Number 19, 1977, p. 10;
Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 11.
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here a difference in treatment can be discerned: in the 056aaeua,

the sun frequently takes on a destructive, terrifying aspect,

whereas in Elytis' work it is always portrayed as a positive and

life-giving force.

Such an approach is reminiscent of that in Rimbaud's poetry:

"le soleil, puissance gdn4ratrice de la chaleur et de la lumiere,

anime la nature et y perpetue la vie."
30

The significance of the

sun in Elytis' landscape and poetry overall can also be compared with

this aspect in the work of another Symbolist poet, Paul Valery:

La lumiere n'est donc pas chez Valery un
ornement ou un motif decoratif, mais la
matiere meme de l'oeuvre; elle n'est pas
artificiellement greffee a la substance poetique:
elle en est la seve. Elle est le theme majeur,
le principe dynamique, le ressort essentiel
de la creation.31

Elytis, in fact, has spoken of a BaXcpux6 nvapa in his work,
32

and the two may be compared in their perception of, and the significance

30. M. Eigeldinger, Rimbaud et le mythe solaire, Editions de la
Baconniere, Neuchatel, 1964, p. 19. The influence of Rimbaud -
he is, along with Lautreamont, regarded as the fountainhead of
the Surrealist movement (C. Chadwick, Symbolism, Methuen & Co.
Ltd., London, 1971, pp. 24, 55; M. Nadeau, Histoire du surrealisme,
Editions du Seuil, Paris, 1964, pp. 4, 10, 38) - on Elytis' early

poetry is a subject beyond the confines of this thesis. Note,
however, that it is Rimbaud's name and the quotation "Depart dans
l'affection et le bruit neufs" that appear on the frontispiece of
HpociavaToALapoL (For other references to Rimbaud see Tga 
HoufwaTa p. 13, line 10; 0 uwip6g votuTbko  p. 41, lines 17-8;
AvouxTjt XapTuCt pp. 74, 99, 136, 249, 304, 320, 337, 363, 392,
443-6, 451, 453, 456; Ava(pop4 GTOV Av8pL EpncLgxo p. 34. Cf.
also Elytis' translations of some of Rimbaud's poems in AaTcpn 
rpacpA, 'Imapo, Athens, 1980.)

31. J.L. Faivre, Paul Valery et le theme de la lumiere, Lettres
Modernes, Paris, 1975, p. 12.

32. Avouvu& XapTA, p. 103.
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that they give to, midday.
33

It is significant that both Rimbaud and

Valery describe the sun in its Mediterranean/Eastern context, and as

Carson points out, the French culture that Elytis loves - both

paintings and poetry - is Mediterranean.
34

(His images have much in

common with the paintings of Matisse: the flat perspective, clear

colours and bright, blinding light.)
35

The blinding light of the sun, and the sun itself, permeate

almost every poem of lipoaavaToXualloid and 'HXuo	 Tcarro.
36

Their

portrayal is aimed primarily at the senses
37
 - the warmth, almost

burning heat, and brightness are all emphasized. All creatures must

yield to the sun's power, and there are many images that portray Nature

33. An important motif - Faivre calls it a theme (op.cit., p. 107)
- in Valery's work is that of "midi le juste", the moment when
time stops and traquillity and peace reign supreme (Ibid., p. 108),
which is an image reminiscent of Elytis' early work. Nevertheless
the influence should not be overstated (see Elytis' comment in
AvouxT4 XapTIA, p. 350); Elytis' influences have always been
primarily Greek rather than French, especially in his second
and third periods. This is despite the fact the original
inspiration and technique were French, with particular emphasis
on the influence of Eluard.

34. Carson, op.cit., p. 50.

35. This observation has been made by Carson (ibid., p. 16) and
Friar (The Sovereign Sun, p. 8). Elytis has referred to this
aspect of Matisse's paintings in AvouxT& XapTu& (pp. 222, 225,
327) as well as to the artist himself (Ta eTcpo&all, p. 45, lines
11-12; 0 puxas vauT(.Aoc, p. 42, lines 3-5; p. 57, lines 8-11;
Avouvr& XapTLA, pp. 294, 321, 366, 406, 426). It should be
remembered, of course, that Elytis, as well as being a poet, is
also an artist and art critic.

36. For the purposes of this thesis, the sun and light will be considered
as one, as appears to be the case in Elytis' work, the word "cpwc"
having all the (beneficial) attributes of the sun.

37. See the section on the "sanctity of the senses" in Chapter 1.
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acknowledging the sun's superiority:

T6pa o oupavOg	 anepavTo
Ta Tpo6Ta a4OUV TO aT61Ja TOU
Tnc ync 06 nOpot, avayouvTaL aLyOL-auy&
KaL Haar, an' TO vcp6 nou aTOccEL auAAagovTac
'Eva ncX6puo (PUTO HOLTOtEl, HaT4paTa TON) AXL0!38

With its power, the sun could conceivably have been portrayed

as possessing destructive force, but this not illustrated in

Elytis' poetry. Even in the greatest heat it is always seen as

a beneficial, positive force which has the ability to sustain

life (much as in Rimbaud's poetry):
39

Tonoo nou . . .
.40. . pc TOU .6XLou TOU xupo6c pc 44aTc:

TL yUpcua Lav twraacg (3apptvn an' TTIV avaToVI
TOU TilAbOU

. . . pc TIN uyaa TOU TIXUOU GTO Hoppi, .

As well as generating life in this way, the sun is also an

agent of sexuality,
42
 fertilizing Nature and making the youths

38. 'HXt,oS o na)Tog, p. 12, lines 3-7. See also ibid., p. 40
lines 1-3, 11; HpoaavaToXuapoi., p. 53, lines 3-4; ibid.,
p. 129, lines 7-8; ibid., p. 138, line 16; ibid., p. 140,
line 22; p. 145, lines 21-2.

39. As mentioned above; see Footnote 30.

40. s nuoc o np6Tog, p. 32, lines 4-5.

41. HpoaavaToXuapoi„ p. 130, lines 12-15. (The phrase "uyaa TOU
fAuou" also occurs in 'HALos o np61-o, p. 37, line 14.) For
other examples illustrating this positive force of the sun,
see HpoaavaToXLapoi„ p. 113, lines 6-7; 'HXLog o nayro, p. 15,
lines 1, 6-8; ibid., p. 27, line 16.

42. This treatment is also present in Rimbaud's portrayal of the
sun, which is a source "... de l'energie cosmique, de la
sexualit6 des etres et de la nature." (Eigeldinger, op.cit.,

p. 22.)

41
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beneath its gaze aware of their own sexuality.
43

Auyy 6 &youpo arSpu
0 4uog av&pcaa aTa axtXua GOU

Na na4veu 1Jupw6u&
Kau fl xoncV,Taa GTIN avTuxpuvr°1 aTcpu&
Na ouyoxa(,yeTau. . .44

ME XECALa pnpo6vTcuva xoppu& yupv&
... Repot Ica' aTa xpua4 vTapu4 xoupoOvTau ayopox6puTaa

0 Unvog Tou puptei, nuolayuCc
ETU SOvTua TOU o flXLO mtapTaatEu.45

This benevolent aspect is further extended to the symbolic

use of the sun as the Creator in the section, "H rtvcaLg" in To

'ACLov EGTl,, or as a sovereign watching over his lands in 0 l'IXLoc 

o flAu&Topag.
46

In these two examples from Elytis' later work, the

human attributes in the sun's personification are emphasized even

further, as is the male gender. In fact the poet identifies himself

43. "Man is affected in both his bodily sensations and his emotions
by the same elemental force (Eros), whose outward agent is the
sun..." (Robinson, 'Elytis and French Poetry 1935-1945', p. 683).
The association between the sun and sexual love is stated directly
in Elytis' poetry; see, for example, HpoaavaToXuapot°, p. 54, lines
16-7; ibid., p. 72. line 11; p. 77, lines 3-5; v HAuos o narrog 
p. 17, lines 7-8; ibid., p. 38, line 11.

See also Eigeldinger's comment on the use of the sun symbol in
Breton's work: "La femme et l'amour sont magnifies par la
projection des rayons solaires..." (M. Eigeldinger, Lumieres 
du mythe, Presses Universitaires de France, Paris, 1983, p. 194).

44. p nuog o up6To, p. 26, lines 17-21.

45. Ibid., p. 18, lines 5, 14-6. 	 See also ibid., p. 40, lines 16-
20.

46. Cf. the portrayal of the sun in Rimbaud's work - 'Le soleil est
un dieu createur, le pare de l'univers...", "... toujours
<<souverain>>" (Eigeldinger, Rimbaud et le mythe solaire, pp. 23,
43.) - or the godlike figure of the sun in Kazantzakis'
Oaaacua.
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with the sun in "H rkycau".47

However this device of personifying the sun as male dates back to

the poetry of Elytis' early period, an example of "pu-aoykvcaug" as well

as a continuation of a universal tradition.
48

The personification of

the sun is seen in the attributing of human features and characteristics,

as well as human reactions

eup6vcu co AXidog, o l',Gmuog TOO aXuaoScptvog
xuvrlycku Try -a&Xaaaa ... 49

I6p6vcu o AXuog ... 50

rua va XU2011061, 0 AALOg TO xccp&Au TOO 51
N'av4cu pc Ta xcb.ua TOO Tug naRapoOvcg.

47. 'HTav o rlAuog pc TOO &COV& TOO aaa you
noXuhTuSog OXog IMO RaXoUac Kau

auT6g aXAftua nou fipoUva
(To 'Auov EaTt, p. 13, lines 18-20)

In this hymn the poet and sun are identified, with the sunrise
representing the poet's own "genesis". A suggestion of this
solar identification also occurs in HpouavaToXuapa.

0 AAuog
Ey6

(ibid., p. 88, lines 4-5)

See also Carson, op.cit., p. 70; and Eigeldinger, Lumieres du
mythe, p. 194, who discusses Breton's metaphor of "l'homme-soleil".

48. The world's mythologies have traditionally assigned a male gender
to the sun, and this tends to be reflected in a culture's literature.

49. HpocavaToXucpa, p. 59, lines 1-2. This is one of the few instances
when a harsher side to the sun ("80p6vcu o AXuog") is presented.

50. 'HXuog o np6Tog, p. 18, line 3.

51. Ibid., p. 14, lines 6-7. For other examples of the personification
of the sun, see HpouavaToAuopoi,, p. 85, line 2; ibid., p. 146,
line 24.
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Foreshadowing its role in later works, as mentioned above, the sun

is portrayed frequently as a benevolent master or sovereign, a Creator

whose sole concern is to raise and help his people: "o AXL(n / TOV

pa ,aatveu v'avaaatvcu".
52

In fact, the sun is, in many instances, clearly identified with

Greece itself, notably her people. The Greeks are specifically under

the sun's protection, "n TuAA nou TpayoucAcu aTriv ayxaXu& TOU AAuou";
53

this association is expressed even more forcefully in poems from the

collection 'nuog o np6Tog.

'Eva xau 6u6: Tfl potpa pag 5cv	 TTIV net, xavLag
'Eva xau 5u6: Tn potpa TOU AXLOU ,b'OG TT1V nap' cpctg.54

SZ nauSuCt nou pc ViLb'ETE - naTpuw-uftxua TOU AXUOU. • •

ZEGTal,VOVTag OTnV ayxaXu& aag Eva Twg anpavTo.
Ans. Tflv Axon T'oupavo6 wg TO gftg Trig xapSuOtc
ME nEtapa nopT0p6 - naTputoT&xua TOU AXL0U.55

Nevertheless, this aspect of the sun - its identification with

Greece - is not the most important one; more significant is its physical

presence. To a certain extent this is due to the predominance of

visual imagery in Elytis' early poetry; "TO Twg OTOV cicanuXo oupav6"

as he says in "EA6vn".
56

However, there are also appeals to the other

senses (in references to its heat, for instance).

The portrayal of the sun in Elytis' poetry not only shows an

awareness of an essential element of the Greek landscape, but also

52. HpoaavatoXuapot, p. 46, lines 13 -4.

53. Ibid., p. 126, line 15.

54. 'nuog o 1106Tog, p. 27, lines 17-8.

55. Ibid., p. 33, line 3, 7-9. Cf. "ETa xTApaTa (3aStaaps 6Xn p 6Pot /
Mc T1 yuvatxcg Toug AAuoug Ta axuAu& pac" (ibid., p. 28, lines
1 -2); "8a natEoupc TOV AXL0 pag aTa (AxTuXa" (HpoaavaToXuapot,
p. 141, line 25).

56. HpoaavaToXuapot, p. 76, line 5. See also 'nuog o np6Tog, p. 33,
line 7 "Eva Twg antpavTo".
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conveys a symbolic meaning. Its presence communicates a feeling of

joy, and more importantly, a sense of justice and freedom from any

form of oppresion. As Elytis says, "I believe in the restitution of

justice which I identify with light."
57

As a natural extension of this allegory, it follows that in Elytis'

poetry an absence of sun and light signifies a period of oppression and

grief. This idea is best illustrated in °Aapa nowtx6 }tau ntvupo you 

TOV xap6vo a y.aunoXoxayO", where, upon the soldier's death, the narrator

exclaims

0 ETau AounOv 8 pua aTuyal naavulac TflV OtXXfl
58

Ku o fiXuog o navToTuvOq 6TGL pcpuCts Tov,x1;apol

The sun symbol of Elytis' first period forms the basis for his

theory of "solar metaphysics"
59
 in his later work, taking on a greater

abstract significance. It is clear, however, from the examples given

above from the poetry of Elytis' first period that even at this early

57. In the letter to Kimon Friar published in Accent, p. 176. Examples
of this identification of justice and the sun occur in these two
works of Elytis' first period, in phrases such as "n altaun TOO
f)ALOU un6GTaan" (HpoaavaToAuGpai, p. 84, lines 1-2); "... ptaa aTn
5uxauoG6vri TOU 4LOU" (ibid., p. 112, line 17).
The motif of the sun and its identification with justice is a major
element in the portrayal of the sun in the poetry of Elytis' second
period. In To P ACLOV EGT(,,, the sun is seen as a guardian of justice:

THE AIKAIOEYNHE fiALE voriTk' * )(au pupoi,vri cu ,SoEaGTodi
prl napaxaXj) Gag	 * Xfl0110V&TE Tfl xwpa pou!

(To °A.Cuov EaTt!„ p. 46, lines 1-2).

See also H xaAoa6vri aTug Auxonopas, Poem VI, line 2; also 0 fiXuog 
o 11XL&Topas,P. 20, lines 7-8.
0 puxpOg vauTCAos, p. 64 ("x6pn v6a pE nAuavbo GTO xtpu nou Or&
Ouxocuoa6vil")

58. °Aapa ripwtlic; }tau nevDupo you TOV xapbo avaunoAoxay6 Tng AX0avt:as,
p. 15, lines 14-5. See also ibid., p. 23, lines 1-3.

59. This theory is examined in detail in Chapter 4.
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stage - in fact, particularly at this early stage - the continual

presence of the sun is essential to his work, and expresses the general

optimistic tone.
60

As a result of the frequent references to it, the

sun becomes a "protagonist" in the poetry, taking on the role of a god.

The next most significant element of Nature that is personified

is the sea. Like the sun, this personification reaches the point of

deification, a fact emphasized by Keeley.
61

In contrast with the male gender of the sun(god), the sea is

definitely personified as a female.
62

This femininity is retained

throughout Elytis' work, even when the device of personification has

been replaced in his personal mythology by other themes and motifs, in

his second, and third periods. An example of this occurs in To TwTOSEvTpo,

in the poem "Muxa) npecauvri -abtaaaan:

MumpA Iatauvri -abtaaaa SexaTpu6 xpov6v
rua va GE xoupolL nap4volla
Kau va (3g6mw 13a ,9u& aTTIv ayrtaXu4
Kopp&Tua n6Tpcg Ta Ayua TWV .a66V...63

60. For examples, see HpocsavaToXuapoi„ p. 47, lines 11-12, 29; ibid.,
p. 54, lines 1-2; p. 68, lines 12-13; p. 75, lines 22-4; p. 87,
lines 10-1; p. 93, lines 8-9; p. 141, lines 24-7; 'nuog o npoSTog,
p. 37, line 14.

61. "The sea and the sun are so consistently celebrated as to suggest
a kind of pagan mysticism, a pantheism, a worship of the gods of
water and light." (E. Keeley, Six Poets of Modern Greece (co-
authored with P. Sherrard) p. 28; 'Elytis and the Greek Tradition',
The Charioteer, Numbers 24/25, 1982/83 , p. 81.)
Nevertheless this comment should not suggest that the worship of the
sea approaches the sovereign-like status of the sun.

62. Cf. Valery's work, notably the poem "Naissance de Venus", which makes
use of the pun mer/mere. (For further details see A. Sonnenfield,
'Eros and Paul Valery', in M.A. Caws (ed.), About French Poetry from 
"Dada" to "Tel Quel": Text and Theory, Wayne State University Press,
Detroit, 1974, pp. 146-7). This poem may be compared with Elytis'
" 051 GT11 EavToavn".

63. To cpcoTOftvTpo, p. 27, lines 19-22. Cf. Tpta notApaTa, p. 37, line
18 "OCA.fla pc .&'XXaGUa npoTa CIE X&GW".
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However the most famous female personification of the sea

occurs in HpoaavaToXuapoi,„ in the figure of Marina, 64 who, among

other features, embodies the sea's essential tempestuousness.
65

'Excus pua yaan Tpuitupi,a aTa xaXil - Ma R015 yi5pt4eg
OXflpCgg Tfl lnaflal apf3n Tflg nCTpas xau Trls .-42taaaa.66

The significance of this female personification is seen in the number

of references to Marina in subsequent collections, where at times she

is elevated to the status of a saint.
67

The poet himself calls her

one of the "girls", of his personal mythology,
68
 and one of the six

64. Graves gives "Marina" as one of the many names of the ancient
pagan Sea-goddess, who was named Aphrodite by the Greeks. (R.
Graves, The White Goddess, Faber and Faber Ltd., London, 1961,
p. 395.)
Carson suggests however that "H Maa,va TWV Op&xwv" "... avau
ncpucluOtcpo fl XLTIVOROP.ATITU14) cvacpxwan Tris KOpils nap& pua
npoawnonoti,narl -Eris -?f&Aaaaag". (J. Carson, (trans. S. Pashalis),
'Maava', X&pTfls, volumes 21-3, Athens,November 1986, p. 440.)

65. McpaxVis, op.cit., p. 123.

66. HpoaavaToXuapot'„ p. 128, lines 1-2.

67. There is a total of 18 references to Marina as well as "H Maptva
TWV OphWV": see To 'Muov 	 p. 22, line 7; ibid., p. 69,
line 21; p. 80, line 13; p. 82, lines 8, 10, 11; 7161 xau pua 
TO(1)cu , p. 25, line 11; Ta pw TOO 6pwTa, p. 13, lines 13, 14, 15;
ibid., p. 31, lines 6, 7; 0 pip 	 vawaAos, p. 31; ibid., p. 33,
line 9; p. 73; p. 103, line 10. See also AvouxT(St Xa7r7c, p. 128,
and the possible reference "TLg Acux6s Mapiics TWV xop6Twv" (Ta
ETEpo&aXfl, p. 51, line 4.)

The name Marina also occurs in the anagram APIMNA (To 'Auov EaTt,,
p. 18, line 23; Maaa Nccpbol, p. 15, lines 8, 9, 12), and suggests
a relationship between Marina and Maria Nefeli. (For details see
Carson, ibid., p. 445; A. Decavalles, 'Maria Nefeli and the Changeful
Sameness of Elytis: Variations on a Theme', The Charioteer, Numbers
24/25, 1982/3, pp. 43-4.)

68. Quoted in E. Keeley's and G. Savvidis' translation, The Axion Esti,
Anvil Press Poetry, England, 1980, p. 101. The reference is to the
list of girls ("H 'Epan, n MopT6, n Maa,va / rl EAkvfl, n PwE4vn,
1-1 OWTEUVf) / 	 AXcE&v6pa, rl KISve. ua) in To 'AELov 
p. 80, lines 13-5.
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favourite motifs in his work.
69

Other examples of the femininity of the sea abound in Elytis'

early work.
70 This femininity could be attributed simply to the

grammatical gender of the word eCtXaaaa, but Elytis goes beyond this,

introducing a sexual connotation which is an integral aspect of the

personification of the sea. "In the world of Elytis, the sea is no

less feminine and erotic than his young females."
71

Elytis describes

the sea as naked,
72
 or ready to give birth

73
 (an epithet reflecting

the etymologically close origin of the words xlSpa and tyxua, according

to Meraklis
74

); perhaps the most explicit phrase is contained in the

play on words, "ac pct Mopi jJa -akmaaa".
75
 MvpTw, as one discovers in

later works, is "11 pultal nOpvil ano Ti EbiLvo", 76 and the sexual

connotations inherent in her name, in its association with the plant

myrtle, are obvious.
77

69. Keeley and Savvidis, ibid., p. 95. The other five motifs, which
also appear as anagrams, are Eros, Sea, Sun, Immortality and
Elytis (To 'AELo y 	 p. 18, lines 23-4).

70. For example, see HpoaavaToAtiapa, p. 130, lines 12-6; ibid.,
p. 134, lines 5-7; 'FIALo o naco, p. 21, lines 3-4; ibid.,
p. 42, line 1.

71. Decavalles, op.cit., p. 47.

72. HpoaavaToXuapoi„ p. 112, lines 2-3.

73. Ibid., p. 146, line 6.

74. McpcoaAg, op.cit., p. 87.

75. 'HXLog o narrog, p. 32, line 3.

76. To s Muov &TV% p. 65, line 32. The association between Myrto
and the sea is repeated ibid., p. 75, line 17.

77. Myrtle was the emblem of the goddess of love Aphrodite, and a
reference to it in Ancient Greek poetry could suggest a sexual
connotation. [J. Henderson (The Maculate Muse: Obscene Language
in Attic Comedy, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1975, pp. 134-5)
discusses the common usage of the word OpTov as a slang term for
the female genitals in Ancient Greek literature, giving several
examples.] Elytis is obviously familiar with this usage as many
of his references to myrtle have a sexual connotation e.g. 'E-11
xau pua T4cus, p. 20, lines 6-9; Maga NcptAll, p. 37, lines 13-4.
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The identification of Eros with the sea is stated from the very

beginning, in the first poem of "Too Auyai,ou",
78 

and continues through-

out Elytis' work, as is illustrated in the poem (of the third period),

"Mumal nfAauvfl cCtXaaaa".
79

In To 'Auov EGTI!,, the sexual act is

described in terms of the sea, with fish representing the male sperm.
80

The significance of the sea to Elytis - who has said that water

may well be his favourite element in his poetry
81
 - as well as to all

Greeks, is a recurring theme in the poetry of his first period. In the

semi-autobiographical "EntTeuo", which is prefaced by the Swinburne

quotation "... even the weariest river winds somewhere safe to the sea!"

Elytis writes

'DpEpa Tfl Cal poo W$ 656

ETO arip&Ou ETOUTO nou naXasu
HCNTa movT& aTfl.,ajtXaaaa

Tfl Cal loo wS s56
HtTpa Taptvfl aTo uya OTOUXELO

111)0 apa an' Ta vflau&
111)0 xapflA(1 an' To Apa
reUTOVIA GTUg Ctyltupcc.82

78. Each of the three stanzas of "Tot)Auyai,ou" I begins with the word
"0 tpwTac", followed by a series of continual allusions to the sea.
See also "Too Auyaiiou" III: "OXoLiialSos cpuV, OTT] xat:Scptvil TOO

&ppo - 'EpwTac".

79. For other examples from the poetry of Elytis' first period, see
HpoaavaToXuapa„ p. 70, line 7; ibid., p. 112, lines 6-7; ibid.,
p. 127, lines 2-6; ibid., p. 131, lines 12-3;	 'Halos o itio7ury,
p. 19, lines 14-6.
Decavalles notes that in this early poetry, "... youth and erotic
growth, erotic adolescence... involve a sea-journey". (A. Decavelles,
'Eros: His Power, Forms and Transformations in the Poetry of Odysseus
Elytis', Books Abroad , Vol. 49, Number 4, 1975, p. 664.)

80. To ' ACLOV EGT(,, p. 20, lines 22-8. A similar association between
sex and the water can be found in To (pwTO6c yTpo, p. 33, lines 5-13.

81. 'Analogies of Light', p. 641.

82. HpoaavaToXuapo(,, pp. 46-7, lines 1-3, 46-50.
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84

The association between Greece and the sea is expressed in such

phrases as

Tnv EXX&Sot nou pc cuyoupu& naT&cu arritaaaa

(DcOyouvc yua va nav aXAo6 X(16 (3yat!,vouvc aTn,,a&Xaaaa.

According to Meraklis, "'OXou ou OpOpou c0XXou o6nyo6v TON) EATT) UTT1

Et!Notta n -a&Xotaaa TO crakup6 TOU, TO Ttppa nou	
85

For Elytis however, constant references to the sea are not enough; other

elements of Nature must be seen in relation to it, by the use of similes,

metaphors and juxtaposition. The association of the earth and the sea

is an example, and Elytis himself indicated this in the interview with

Ivarsk:

The sea is for us (the Greeks) something very
familiar and not at all savage; it is like a second
earth to be cultivated. You may have noticed that
I have often referred to the sea as a garden. I
do this because the sea is something as familiar
as a garden... 86

The image of the sea as a garden recurs throughout the poet's work;

it is illustrated in phrases from HpoaavaToAucipa and 'Halos o naroc,

such as "ordinos 6pnauvc UTT) MAaaaa",
87
 "... TO Apa TWV	

” 88

83. 'H)tuo o narro, p. 14, line 14.

84. HpoaavaToXuapot% p. 65, line 25. See also ibid., p. 141, line
21; 'nuoc o nay-roc, p. 25, lines 4-6.

85. McpaxXi'lc,op.cit., p. 173.

86. 'Analogies of Light', p. 637.

87. 'Halos o narros. , pp. 21-2, lines 1, 29.

88. Ibid., p. 23, line 13.

83
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and "aaXot66oxopTo".
89

Elsewhere the connection between vineyards

and the sea is also stressed.

EXau6vcc XL alintAua pa/0A wg Tn .,a&xacyaa

ApaaxcXi%ovTag apnaLa,C4Xota6cg 91

[In contrast to the sexual aspect of the sea, references to a

drop of water, or simply the phrase "ayvO" or "yOuTO" v6p6, evoke

an image of purity and innocence.
92

Although in Elytis' later poetry,

89. HpoaavaToXuapai, p. 129, line 1. See also ibid., p. 71, line
26; p. 84, line 5; p. 134, lines 25-6; 'Halos o np6Tog, p. 16,
lines 3-4; p. 17, line 2; p. 29, line 6; p. 38, line 14. For
the later portrayal of the sea as a second garden or earth, cf.
also To 'AELov EUTL% p. 18, lines 1-2; p. 49, line 12; p. 73,
lines 15-6; p. 74, line 12; p. 77, line 1; p. 86, line 2; To
(pwT6,5evTpo, p. 18, line 1; p. 29, line 1; p. 35, lines 2-3;
p. 45, line 5; 0 TiAuog o nAu&Topag, p. 22, line 4; To povOypappa,
p. 18, lines 19-22; p. 25, lines 1-2; Ta pw TOO towTa, p. 27,
lines 9-12; Ta ETcpo-aaVi, p. 26, lines 11-2; p. 28, line 1;
p. 39, lines 5-6; p. 52, line 5; p. 54, lines 13-4; 0 pultag 
vavTi,Ao, p. 94, lines 9-11; p. 121, lines 5-9.
In this context it is not surprising that the creation of plants
in Hymn 4 of "H rtvcau" in To 'AEuov EGTl, should follow the
creation of the sea (Hymn 3).

90. HpocravaToXuapoC, p. 130, line 1. Meraklis claims that in this
poem, "nuaa Tres yAaulti'lg ,al'ipnang" everything is seen in terms
of the sea. (op.cit., p. 173)

91. 'HAuog o narrog, p. 15, line 3. Cf. also EpoaavaToXuapa, p. 32,
lines 1-3; 'Halos o npLos, p. 33, line 12; 'Aupa ri pwtx6 xau 
ncvaupo yua TON) xapbo avaultoXoxayO Tflg AX(3aviias, p. 29, line 7;
To 'AEuov EaTC, p. 16, line 5-9; Ta ETspo ,aaVI, p. 16, lines 8-9;
0 puxpOg vauTCXoc, p. 121, lines 5-6, 9.

Cf. this portrayal of the sea as a second garden, earth and
vineyard with the motif of the sea as a second sky, which is
an element in Elytis' concept of the union of opposites.
(Chapter 1)

92. H. 0aotTn, 7 Aoapua yt..a Tnv Tcanan, <<KL5pog>>, Thessalonica,
1979, p. 53.

90
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the drop of water becomes associated with the figure of Apc-m,93

and thus could be said to be personified, in HooaavaToXuapa and

'HAuos o no6Tos, personification is restricted to the sea. Water,

and in particular a drop of water, is simply a symbol of purity.
94

]

The earth, after the sun and the sea, is the third of the four

essential elements that dominate Elytis' personified Nature. Like

the sea, it is feminine: in "H rtvcaus" of To 'Mum) EcTTI,, it is

created "as women's naked body shaped in an erotic embrace".
95

The creation of the island of Santorini is also portrayed in feminine

terms

P-6yuaua TWV naAp jyv >tau TWV (PTCP6V TOU Auyaou
Sl. xopf mopucpais,ou ftpot5

rupv .6 avaSuoptyn.96

The earth is portrayed as having the attributes of a woman,
97

93. This motif first appears in 'EEn xau pct T&I,EUC yua TOV oupay6,

Mua aTayOva xa-aapo6 vcpoO, a.acvaal
Allvw an' Ta PApa .apa, TflV anavc

(op.cit., p. 16, lines 16-7)

and recurs in Maa,a N6(ptxn in the poem "H NcpooTayOva" and
"H uo-613ua aTuypfl".

94. For example, see 'Aapa npwt:716 xau ntvaupo yua TOV XaptV0 

aOUTWAOXay6, p. 9, line 9.

95. Decavalles, 'Eros: His Power, Forms and Transformations in
the poetry of Odysseus Elytis', p. 667. In "To AoEa6Tux6y"
a seashore is compared with a woman's body:

O pux6s Tres EXtvng pc TO HUOTOOIL

Ta Tpayx6auxa otyyovTas pcs GTfl paax&An

(p. 81, lines 6-7)

96. HpoaavaToXuapoii, p. 126, lines 3, 16-7. See also "MopTi ?1 Tins
BouciuCas", in which the personified land is addressed by the
poet much as a lover.

97. Cf. Gaea, the personification of the earth in Hesiodic Greek
mythology.
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although her sexuality is not emphasized so much as in the feminine

personification of the sea: Elytis mentions her face,
98
 skin

,99

breasts
100
 and nakedness,

101
 as well as her beauty.

102
She is a

"XoPT0apxoyTuaaa" with children,
103

 and her meadow is "Trl ,ardwilA

Gov xot!Trl",
104 

for which she prepares sheets of amaranths, angels'

buttons, bulbs and the sky's shadows.
105

The last of the four basic elements to be personified in Elytis'

early work, is wind, or air, as stated by the poet:

Which would be my favourite of the four elements?
They must be air and water, since these
predominate in my poetry .106

Iakov sees in the reference to the four elements a clear allusion to

Empedocles,
107

 although this would seem to be a somewhat tenuous

98. HpoaavaToXuapoi„, p. 67, line 6.

99. Ibid., p. 41, line 3.

100. Ibid., p. 96, lines 6-9; p. 127, line 2.

101. Ibid., p. 136, lines 10-1; p. 141, line 14; 	 o naroc,
p. 23, line 8.

102. HpoaavaToXuapa, p. 95, line 7.

103. 'HALoc o up6To, p. 39, line 11.

104. Ibid., p. 17, line 18.

105. Ibid., p. 43, lines 12-4. Elsewhere, (HpoaavaToAuapa, p. 54,
lines 18-9) the earth's apron is mentioned. Another aspect of
this feminine personification is in the identification of the
earth with a beautiful girl; this element is discussed in the
chapter on metamorphosis.

106. 'Analogies of Light', p. 641.

107. Iax63, op.cit., p. 56.
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connection; nevertheless, Elytis' statement indicates that significance

should be attached to what has been an unconsidered element.
108

The most extended example of the personification of the wind

occurs in Elytis' third period, in 0 tjAcoS o nAu&Topas, where the four

winds become characters just like the sun, taking on the role of

messengers.
109

Earlier, in the "Ao0aTux6v" section of To 'Auov 

EUTlid, in which various motifs
110

 of Elytis' poetry are listed and

"glorified", the winds precede all the other motifs.
111

There appear to be some four strands to the portrayal of the wind

in HpoaavaToXuapot and 	 o narrog. Firstly and foremost, the

wind is a benevolent deity and is seen in a positive light, epithets
, , 112 „	 " 113

such as "aTopyuxog',	 -antOnToc-,	 "xaOtpuo"
114 

and "Ti,puo"
115

conveying this concept at the most basic level. Then there are phrases

which emphasize this concept of a benevolent wind even more forcefully:

108. Meraklis (op.cit., p. 114) views the air/wind element in a
wider context, connected with the light, but this viewpoint
only serves to detract from the significance of the former,
which should be considered an element in its own right.

109. See Merakis (ibid., p. 181) on this role of the winds in Elytis'
poetry as a whole. Cf. also To ' ACI,OV EGT(1,, where the winds
are described as "ou Epaocs pc TO pwrcpo axu&Su / Rau TOO

pApou ItanvoU TO xflp6mcuo" (p. 74, lines 3-4); also "... GTO

341puypa TOO athou" (HpoaavaToAuapa, p. 126, line 23).

110. That is, the winds, islands, flowers, girls, boats, mountains,
and trees.

111. To 'Auoy EaTt!,, pp. 73-4.

112. HpoaavaToXuapot, p. 35, line 13. Cf. also ibid., p. 18, line 3.

113. Ibid., p. 87, line 2.

114. 'HALos o naro, p. 32, line 14.

115. Ibid., p. 19, line 20. Elytis also writes of the "HaXot5 opucCt"
(ibid., p. 40, line 15). Cf. Ta pw TOO 4wTa, p. 19, lines 1-2.
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,	 116
GT1TV avoua TWV avEpwv

GTIN Top& x&e. E avtpou not) pc aycforn
anpaódeu	 xapOu& pas ... 117

References to wind also have a connotation of freedom, and

"eternal movement",
118

 whether implicit or not:

Oa 'xw ova axi1pa AcuTEpuCts avkpou nou 	
661119

,
Kau va cpualiEEL an6 nav eroO	 EAEu-&Epua.

120

In "H TpEAV1 Po6u&", a poem which best captures the optimistic tone

of the whole collection, both these aspects are represented, with the

wind forming the basis for the first of many extravagant metaphors.

E' auTts Tus,x&TaanpEs auXts Onou (PIJGct 0 VOTLIt

Ecpupt%ovTas GE ,aoAwTts map&pcs, ntaTE pou, avau
Tl TpEAVI poOu&

Hoy axupT&Eu GTO Tws axopnt%ovTas TO xapnowSpo
ytAuo Trig

ME avtpou naapaTa xau (I)u .auadapaTa, ntaTE p00,
avau fl TpEXV1 po8u& ...;

The personification of the wind is contained in phrases that refer

to human attributes such as lips and mouths,
121

 fingernails,
122

 and

epithets such as "barefoot".
123

Elytis' comment that air and water are his two favourite elements
124

116. HpoaavaToXuapoii, p. 69, line 7.

117. Ibid., p. 127, lines 24-5. Cf. also ibid., p. 136, lines 6-8
(this poem is entitled "'AvEpos Trig HavayuCts"); 'nuos o naros,
p. 16, line 9. One particular group of images stressing the
benevolence of the wind tends to associate it with the green
leafiness of trees e.g. s nuos o naros, p. 15, line 10; p. 16,
line 2; p. 27, line 1.

118. MepamV)s, op.cit., p. 208.

119. HooaavaToXuapa, p. 131, line 11.

120. Ibid., p. 126, line 22.

121. i nuos o narros, p. 40, line 15; ibid., p. 41, line 9.

122. Ibid., p. 12, line 23.

123. Ibid., p. 26, line 3.

124. 'Analogies of Light', p. 641.
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seems reflected in the number of images that associate the wind with

the sea, ranging from lines like "uyp6 ocpac"
125 

to more extended

images, that emphasize the visual aspect of Elytis' imagery during

this period:

'ORou &cppucc Ta auatIpaTCt TOO 0 4vcpog
'AyvwaTog Rau yAaux6g, xap&CovTag aTa aTTI.aua

you TO ncXayi,auo TOO 443 xripa126

A6ncg ROU yiivavc GCVTOVUU xau xTunAv GTOV

(Ivcpo va aTcyv6aouv, }tau CavaxTuno6v UTOV

jtvcpo yua va 'vau ou yXjtpou.127

The latter passage is also an example of another association,

the fourth strand, that of birds
128

 with the wind. For instance,

swallows are "TOt pwpa TOO avcpou"
129 

and in "H Mapuva Twv (3paxwv"

Elytis speaks of an "acTocp6pog 4vcpog"
130

It would appear that this

association is an expression of the symbolic function of the wind,

as an agent of ascension.
131

This symbolism would explain Elytis' interest in the wind as an

element of Nature; in the interview with Ivarsk he stated:

125. HpoaavaToXuapa, p. 76, line 8. Cf. also ibid., p. 51, lines
3-4; 'nuog o np6Tog, p. 17, line 12; ibid., p. 41, line 7.

126. HpocavaToXuapa, p. 130, lines 17-9.

127. Ibid., p. 66, lines 3-5.

128. Petropoulos calculates that 60% of the references to the animal
kingdom mention birds, notably sea birds such as gulls.
(11cTpOnouXog, op.cit., p. 39) Elytis uses the word yXc'tpog
seven times in HpoaavaToXuapa.

129. 'nuog o narog, p. 19, line 9.

130. EpoaavaToXuapa, p. 128, line 3. Cf. also p. 142, lines 5-7:
"Ilpuaa x6Taanpa UOUXU4 TOV Otvcpo ...".

131. An alternative explanation could lie in their parallel roles
as messengers (the wind in Elytis' poetry, and the birds in
folksongs).
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There is in my poetry a kind of meteorism;
there are creatures who have a tendency to
mount up into the sky to rise towards the
heights ...
Water consequently may well be my favourite
element. Yet air is significant too, since
there is always in my poetry that meteorism,
something which irresistibly wants to rise
higher.l32

In this context the wind, as the element of Nature that can achieve

such meteorism effortlessly, is extremely significant, embodying thus

a recurrent theme of Elytis' work.
133

As well as these four essential elements - the sun, the sea,

earth and wind - there are other aspects of Nature that are personified

in this early poetry; that is, various trees and plants.

As a rule, their primary function is a representation of

fertility,
134 a botanical equivalent of the human sexuality which

is emphasized throughout Elytis' work. Frequent images with sexual

associations are also used to convey this idea of fertility.

P Axva (3acluAuxo6.n&vw an6 TO ayoup6 Ecpn(3a(!,o
FcatTo aaTatxua xau UCUHOCAOVE135

Kau TO xopt,Tau UOU Scv	 ax6pn oXeixcpo GTOV E pwta
Ma xpaTexcu pea' GTT1V UOI5LA TOU Eva aTucpcS Oaatxu

Tpayrwv.136

Indeed trees and other plants tend to be associated with a woman,

132. 'Analogies of Light', p. 641.

133. See the section on meteorism in Chapter 1.

134. For example, °HAt1os o naco, p. 15, line 11; HpoaavaToXuallot,
p. 35, lines 1-3.

135. P HALog	 o narros, p. 12, lines 19-20.

136. Ibid., p. 38, lines 4-5.
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generally a young, beautiful sensuous air1
137

 (an exception being

the line "ETOV LI)UO Tflg yuayuCt cALAc ..."),
138 

this association

is achieved through juxtaposition as the following example indicates.

En&vw aTnv apxti TOO TpayouSuo6 TWV avTpwv
TL	 nou aaau

...	 wpata nou acsau 139
Av&pcaa aTa OtxTua TWV EUX4XUnTWV.

The gender implied in the actual personification of the trees is

less clear. The trees have ears,
140

 fingers,
141

 flesh,
142

 hair
143

 and

arms,
144

 and are children,
145

 but the only distinctly feminine note

sounded is in the line "Ta cppoOTa atcpouve TO aT6pa TOU".
146

As to the trees themselves, Petropoulos notes that in Elytis'

early period the poet rarely refers to forest trees, preferring fruit

trees and general allusions to branches and foliage.
147

Elytis also

137. For example, "... va yiiveu aXiTauvi'l as avTpo n wpai,a MupT6..."
('EEn xau pua T6(1)cug yua TOV oupav6, p. 24, lines 1-2). Cf. also
the discussion on the poems "H TpcXA Po6u&" and "H HopToxaXtvua"
in the following section on metamorphosis.

138. 'HXLos o naroc, p. 19, line 2; p. 20, line 2.

139. HpoaavaToXuapa, p. 143, lines 2-3, 13, 16.

140. 'HAuog o Tcpc:ro, p. 27, line 9.

141. Loc.cit., line 7.

142. HpoaavaToXuapot, p. 99, line 1.

143. 'HAuog o narros, p. 12, line 18.

144. Ibid., p. 23, line 4.

145. HploaavaToXuapoi„ p. 98, line 2.

146. 'HAuog o npLog, p. 12, line 4.

147. HeTpOnouXo, op.cit., p. 39. Elytis refers to the vEpavTuCt
(11poaavaToXucipot-7,-7). 35, line 2; 'HXuoc o np6Toc, p. 25, line
5); Xcpovu (HpoaavaToXuapa, p. 35, line 2; F HAtio o naroc,
p. 15, line 11); pnAu& (HOOaavaToXuapot, p. 96, line 1); cXu&
('HXLoc o Tcp6To, p. 19, line 2; p. 20, line 2; p. 33, line 11);
auxin (ibid., p. 23, line 14; p. 33, line 11); axXaOucit (ibid.,
p. 26, line 16);and xuEuvu& (ibid., p. 27, line 1),as well as
the famous po6u6.
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tends to choose trees and plants which are highly aromatic
148

 - "xau
- ,.„149

aTn poaxouTual-

Greek poetry has a

tree,
150

 the apple tree;

long tradition of employing the motif of the
151

for example, recurs in Byzantine Romances,
152

especially those devoted to love and marriage,
153

and also the poupoXOyua),
154

 and in the concept of "H x6xxuvri puXu&".
155

148. lIcTanouXoc, loc.cit.

149. 'HAuog o npLog, p. 18, line 20. Other such plants include
jasmine, roses, hyacinths, violets, myrtle, daphne, basil,
carnations, mint, chamomile.

150. Of course, such a motif is not confined to Greek poetry. Trees
play an important role in the writings of Nerval, being associated
with beauty, youth, a sacred presence, and notions of love and
memory. (J. Hiddelston, 'Trees and Divinities in Nerval', Myth 
and Legend in French Literature (edited by K. Aspley, D. Bellos,
P. Sharrat), The Modern Humanities Research Association, London,
1982, pp. 173, 174.) The tree is also a recurring motif in
Valery's poetry (see the relevant chapter in Faivre, op.cit.).

151. Appletrees and apples, in all their symbolic meaning, occur in
many stories and cultures. Obvious examples include the myth
of the Judgement of Paris, the Garden of Eden; the Tree of Life;
the Gilgamesh Epic. (Cf. also Graves' discussion on the
symbolism in The White Goddess, pp. 254-8.)

152. See A.R. Littlewood, 'The Symbolism of the Apple in Byzantine
Literature', Jahrbuch der Osterreichischen Byzantinistik, 23,
1974, pp. 33-59.

153. The apple's symbolism is primarily erotic in modern Greek literature,
as is the case for Classical Byzantine literature, a point that
Littlewood makes. (Ibid., p. 34)

154. Cf. the image of the loaded apple tree (symbolizing life) which
is harvested by Death.

155. "H x(Smxtivn puXu&" was an intrinsic part of the McyClAn Iaa, and
represented the (mythical) place to which the Turks would be
driven by the Greeks (led by the pappotpwavog Paat,Xu610 upon
regaining Constantinople once more.

the demotic folk songs (
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Modern Greek writers who have used the motif of the tree as a symbol
,

or otherwise include Palamas (H 0ouvuxua,
156
 and the less famous To

,	 157	 ,158	 ,	 159
KuTcapuoau	 ); Mavilis (H EXua 	 ); Paraschos (H.Aaovfl	 ); Solomos;

160

and Ritsos.
161

In selecting the pomegranate tree as a motif Elytis chose a plant

with a long tradition in Greek literature, both classical and popular162

In Greek mythology, the fruit played an essential part in the story of

the Rape of Persephone,
163

 and was the emblem of Hera, who was the

goddess of marriage among other roles; the fruit was thus seen as a

symbol of love and fruitfulness.
164

156. From the collection. H Ao&AcuTn	 ZuA.

157. Ibid.

158. From the collection Ta 'Epya TOO Aoptwgou MagXn,Alexandria,
1915.

159. From the collection HotApaTa, Volume III, Athens, 1881.

160. Verse 3 of "Ayv6aTou HoLi'lpaTog Affoan&apaTa" ('AnavTa, Volume
I (floapaTa), <<Illapog>>, Athens, 1979, pp. 262-3). Cf. Vitti
(op.cit., p. 296) for a comparison between this tree and
Elytis' cpwTO6cvTpo.

161. "'Eva avTpo", in the collection MapTuac  (Ecup& np6TO,
“KLIpoc>>, Athens, 1963.

162. The pomegranate is also a symbolic fruit in the Hebrew and
Christian traditions. See A. de Vries, Dictionary of Symbols
and Imagery, 2nd edition, North-Holland Publishing Company,
Amsterdam, 1976, p. 37.

163. Persephone ate seven seeds of a pomegranate in Tartarus, which
prevented her complete return to the upper world; in this
context the pomegranate is a symbol of death and resurrection.
[Cf. Elytis' interest in the theme of resurrection, discussed
in the section on religion in Chapter 3.]

164. It was also the plant that grew from the blood of Dionysios.
As will be discussed in the following section on metamorphosis,
plants chosen by Elytis often have an association with the
transformation of a divinity or other figure in Greek myth.
Cf. Elytis' use of the motif of the hyacinth.
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The theme of fertility runs throughout these myths, and this is

indeed what the pomegranate has come to symbolize: fertility,

fecundity, plenty, and what de Vries terms "the female principle".
165

Not surprisingly, the tree and its fruit are mentioned frequently in

demotic love and marriage songs.

In the poem "H TpEAXA Po6u&" Elytis makes no reference to the

classical tradition, and it is unlikely that he is encouraging the

reader to remember the mythical connotations; any direct allusions

would obviously be in conflict with the underlying principle of his

"personal mythology". Rather, it is the element of fertility that

is emphasized,
166

 as well as a sense of joyous pulsating life that

is symbolized in the red colour of its fruit, the "Opoacp cpw-rat",

and its "xapno(pOpo ytXuo"

avau fl TpEAVI po6uOt
nou anapTapacu pc cpuAXwauEs VboyEVVTITEC ...;

167

The pomegranate tree also symbolizes an optimism and a freedom

from care: the antithesis of everything that Karyotakis
168
 and his

style of poetry stood for

HOTt W∎ upptvil xau noTt youvu&pa, ntaTE pou
Euvau fl TpEAXI'l pobua

Ho y EccpwvuCcu Trn) xcluvoOpua EXTEL5a Tco0 avaTtAXEL;169

165. De Vries, op.cit., p. 371. He adds that the pomegranate is
the attribute of the fertile Virgin.

166. This sense of fertility, combined with allusions to sexuality,
is an element common in almost all of Elytis' references to
the tree and its fruit. Certainly this theme of fertility is
exemplified in the poem "H TpEXAi'l PobtA", and is repeated in
later works. See for example, To cpwTO6EvTpo,p. 32, lines 13-
5; Ta pw TOO tpwTa, p. 57, lines 7-8; Tact Roul'IpaTa, p. 37,
lines 22-3.

167. HpoaavaToXuapoL p. 145, lines 8-10.

168. Kostas Karyotakis (1896-1928) is the most representative of
the generation of the twenties, whose "po6sie maudite" expressed
the ennui and decandence of the period between the two world
wars. His suicide gave rise to the literary style of Karyotakism.

169. HpolgavaToXuapoii, p. 146, lines 1-3.
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E(Nau it TpcXXI'l poauCt nou paxeTau Tfl auvve(pua
.TOU xoapou, 170

The personification of the pomegranate tree is seen mainly

through its actions - "iltaTc pou, auTT'l nou natCEL, auTA nou opyi4cTau,

au-al nou EcXoyuccu" - rather than its attributes. The association

with "Ta oAyupya xopi,Taua" and the phrase "GE pcao(po66Tava

nowTanpuALAg" tend to suggest a feminine personification,
171

 which

would be in agreement with the emphasis on fertility.
172

The association of trees, the pomegranate in particular, with

girls is repeated in Elytis' imagery employing flowers and other

plants

SZ pfly a-vtEcuc nua aTa Pt4apa
173

Ta ovEupa TWO HOPLTOLWO
Ho y cucS6uaaav f3a6uXux6 xau 6u6apo!

174

Petropoulos comments that flowers make up half the plants in Elytis'

early poetry, and that these are generally highly aromatic. 175 This

use of smell as a factor in Elytis' choice of flora (e.g. jasmine,

roses, violets) is replaced by a greater interest in the acoustic

interest of a name in later poetry;
176

 dialectual, "popular" names

170. Ibid., p. 145, line 20. This notion of the pomegranate as a
warrior in the fight against evil is repeated in To 'Muoy 
ant; the poet's weapons are "TOV antPaX0 ZLpupo, TO cp0oxT6vo
TO-6T/ Ta (pX6y6pEva wx6no5a W.A" (p. 17, lines 21-2; cf. ibid.,
p. 27, lines 16-20).

171. Vitti discusses the feminine personification of the poöu& in

depth, giving the image "ECWW/t6VEL Ta pc-caEuml Tri c p4as. " as
further evidence. (KpuTtAtA peXtTn, p. 95)

172. Cf. de Vries' comment on the "female principle" (op.cit., p. 371).

173. HploaavaToALapot% p. 77, line 11.

174. Ibid., p. 134, lines 18-9. Cf. also ibid., p. 133, line 10.

175. HsTpOnouXo, op.cit., p. 39. See footnote 149.

176. Previously mentioned in Chapter 1 (see footnotes 118-20), and
covered in greater detail in Chapter 4.
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become more common, noticeably in the work of his third period.
177

These elements of Nature - the sun, the sea, the earth, the

wind, and various trees and plants - personified in Elytis' first

period are so constantly celebrated that they overshadow man, who

is at most an indistinct figure,
178

 and whose actions are seen in

terms of Nature. Notably, it is only in the sexual act that man can

participate as part of Nature;
179

 metaphors for sex reflect the

importance and influence of Nature.
180

This section on personification, the first and probably more

important, of the two devices that constitute Elytis' personal

mythology in his poetry of the first period,
181

 has attempted to show

a number of things.

177. E.g. P.Epava, P.ucvXaf3utXa, yxuouX-pnpuo4u; see also Chapter 4,
footnotes 55-60.
Even in this first period, Elytis "... q)CIAXcu xupt',wg Ta XaUx&
XotATO6ua TOO xAnou }tau TT1C yAOtaTpag, xoccf3g xau Ta auTocpufl TWV

yflAciowv tau TWV Aufia6u6v". (lIcTpOnouXog, op.cit., p. 39)

178. Rotolo, op.cit., p. 690. Cf. also Auxvapcl, op.cit., p. 56;
H. Hilty, 'Odysseus Elytis: A Contemporary Greek Poet', Books 
Abroad, Volume 49, Number 4, Autumn 1975, p. 676.

179. Rotolo, loc.cit.

180. The association of the sexual act with the sea and the sexual
power of the sun have already been mentioned. In "H auvauXta
TWV yuaxtvawv" II, which is devoted to the memory of a sexual
act, Elytis employs the imagery of birds:

McYjtAa xu apcp(43oXa nouXu& axtav TLC nape-evutg
TWV x6opwv GOO. E' Eva GEVTOVL alawiltvo Wenav
OL HUMVOL Ta pcUovTux& TOUC OcapaTa...

(HpooavaToAuopot, p. 103, lines 3-5)

Elytis goes on to refer to water, forests and lakes. Cf. also
'HALog o na)Tog, p. 38, lines 4-11; p. 39, lines 17-9.

181. The second, the device of metamorphosis, is discussed in the
following section.
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Firstly, it has examined the background to the poet's choice

of the device of personification. Elytis viewed the principle

underlying personification as that which gave rise to ancient myth:

that is, ancient cultures portrayed natural elements and phenomena

in human form so that they might better understand them, and the

resultant primitive cosmogony was to form the basis for a more

ritualized mythology. It is for this reason that Elytis refers to

personification as the "mechanism of ... myth-making". 182

He did not wish to emphasize, through the usual allusions to

Greek mythical figures, the later ritualized mythological development

which characterized the Homeric epics, for example; rather, in his

search for the sources of the neo-Hellenic world, his interest lay in

that mythopoeic urge that was tied to personification. Thus if he

wished to replace Classical mythology with his own personal mythology,

the latter might be based on the device of personification.

Secondly, it has been shown that although Elytis uses two methods

of personification in his work, the first being the personification of

abstract ideas, his preferred method is to personify elements of Nature

(as did the ancient cultures).

Thirdly, this device of personifying Nature, while appearing

throughout Elytis' poetry, was shown to have its greatest expression

in the two collections of his first period, RpoaavaToXuapa and 'HALos 

o nowTo. This may be attributed to two factors: that although

personification is a major element in Elytis' personal mythology in

his first period, this is not the case in the later two periods, where

the poet embraces new themes and ideas;
183

 and due to the predominance

182. 'Analogies of Light', p. 639.

183. In the second period, for example, Elytis' personal mythology
focusses on the influence of various traditions (historical,
literary and religious). In the third period, Elytis' theory
of "solar metaphysics" and the search for Paradise are
emphasized.
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of nature in the first period, a fact stated by the poet himself

and obvious from the imagery.

Lastly, this section has examined those elements of Nature

that are personified in Elytis' poetry, with especial reference to

ilpoaavaToXuapoi,and'HXLos o npLo. Significantly these include the
four elements - the sun, the sea, the earth and the wind - as well as

various trees and plants.

It was shown that the sun is the most important of all of these

elements, and is perhaps deified rather than merely personified. The

sun retains its central position throughout all of Elytis' work, but

is nevertheless best represented in the poetry of his first period.

Here the most important aspect of its portrayal is the emphasis on its

physical presence, its warmth and brightness. Upon further examination

of the personification of the sun, other features were also revealed:

its male gender; its power, although it is always portrayed as a

positive force; the attributing of human characteristics and actions

to the sun; its association with Greece and her people; its representation

as a benevolent master, sovereign and Creator; and its association with

justice. These last two aspects take on a greater importance in the

second period, and hence foreshadow the symbolic role of the sun in

later poetry.

The second most important element, and one which can also said

to be deified, was shown to be the sea. Unlike the sun, the sea is a

feminine personification, and this aspect of its portrayal is continued

throughout Elytis' work; it is best exemplified in the figure of Marina,

who appears in many poems from all three periods. Furthermore, the sea's

femininity is emphasized through a sexual connotation which is an integral

part of the personification of the sea. Secondary aspects in its portrayal

include its importance to Elytis, and all Greeks in general, and its

association with Greece; and the representation of the sea as a second

garden.

184. 'Analogies of Light', p. 639.
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The earth is also a feminine personification, although the

sexual aspect seen in the portrayal of the sea is not a significant

feature. Of all the four elements, this is the least important.

Elytis states the wind to be one of his favourite elements,
185

and it is mentioned fairly frequently in the poetry of his first

period; this may, in part, be attributed to Elytis' related interest

in the concept of meteorism.
186

It was shown that there are four

strands to the personification of the wind: like the sun, it is

a benevolent figure; references to the wind have a connotation of

freedom; images portray an association with the sea; and a second

association with birds. Although the wind is attributed with some

human features, this anthropomorphism does not become pronounced until

later works of the second and third periods.

As well as these four elements, this section examined the

personification of various trees and flowers. Their primary function

is a representation of fertility, and this is emphasized in their

association with young sensuous women. This device is best exemplified

in Elytis' symbolic motif, the pomegranate tree; its portrayal

emphasizes its fertility and femininity, and symbolizes the general

tone of optimism that characterizes HpouavaToALapoi, and 'HALos o npLos.

As mentioned above, this device of personification is only the

first of the two elements that constitute Elytis' personal mythology

in the poetry of his first period. The second is that of metamorphosis,

and it is examined in detail in the following section.

185. Ibid., p. 641.

186. See Chapter 1 for a detailed discussion of this concept.
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CHAPTER TWO

PART TWO: THE THEME OF METAMORPHOSIS IN
ELYTIS' POETRY OF HIS FIRST PERIOD (1935-43)

Another equally important device in Elytis' personal mythology

of the first period is that of metamorphosis and transformation. Like

personification, the device of metamorphosis is an extremely ancient

one, and is particularly common in Greek mythology. )

There are numerous transformations achieved by the gods, notably
.

Zeus,
2
 in order to seduce an unwilling or chaste nymph; there are

also youths and maidens who are turned into plants.
3
 One of the latter

category, Hyacinthus, is in fact a significant motif in Elytis' early

poetry.

In classical Greek mythology this theme of metamorphosis can

take on a rather fantastic aspect: the sex-change of Teiresias is

a case in point, although admittedly this is an uncommon variation.
4

1. Kirk, op.cit., p. 187. Kirk includes it in a list of the four
most common themes in Greek (mainly heroic) myths. The others
are (i) tricks, riddles, and ingenious solutions to dilemnas;
(ii)the accidental killing of a relative, lover or friend; and
(iii)giants, monsters and snakes. He gives these as evidence of
the "thematic simplicity, almost shallowness, of most Greek
myths". (Ibid., pp. 187-8)

2. Some of the more famous examples include Zeus transforming himself
into a swan to possess Leda (Hyginus Fabula 77; Euripides, Helen,
17ff.) and into a bull in order to abduct, and then seduce,
Europa (Hyginus, Fab.,178; Apollodorus, III, 1, 1; Ovid,
Metamorphoses, II, 836ff.).

3. For example, Daphne (Pausanias, X, 7, 8; Hyginus, Fab., 203;
Ovid, Metam. I, 452ff.;Apollodorus I, 7, 9) or Kyparissos
(Nonn. Dion. XI, 364; Ovid, Metam. X, 106ff.).

4. Kirk categorises the sex-change theme as one of eight "special,
unusual or bizarre themes" (op.cit., pp. 194-6), commenting that
it is an uncommon one, "virtually restricted among earlier myths
to the cases of Teiresias and Caenis", (ibid., p. 201). The
theme is also discussed in W. Burkett, Structure and History in 
Greek Mythology and Ritual, University of California Press,
California, 1979, pp. 29-30.
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As a general rule Nature is involved in all of these transformations, 5

although there are some exceptions: to possess Danae, for example,

Zeus changed himself into a shower of gold.
6

Of course metamorphosis as a theme is not restricted to Greek
7

mythology; however it is the Greek treatment of this theme that

provided Elytis' inspiration. Elytis has taken this ancient theme of

transformation, which is an integral part of Classical myth (as is

personification), and discarding some of the more fantastic elements,

has employed the basic mechanism as an essential aspect in his personal

mythology of the first period.

In this respect he is also employing one of the important

principles of surrealism, namely the significance of the principle

of metamorphosis; Breton's work in particular is an expression of this

belief. Breton saw a parallel between the creative act of poetry,

and the alchemic transmutations of the fourteenth century:
8
 both were

5. In the categories given in the section on Transformation in Stith
Thompson's Index, examples from Greek mythology occur most often
in the transformation of a man or god into an animal, and a man
into a plant; those involving an inanimate object are rare, in
contrast with other mythologies. (S. Thompson, Motif-Index of Folk 
Literature, Volume 2, Rosenkilde and Bagger, Copenhagen, 1956.)

6. Hyginus, Fabula 63; Apollodorus, II, 4, 1; Sophocles, Antigone,
944ff.
Other examples of metamorphoses not involving nature include gods
and goddesses taking the guise of mortals (examples abound in the
Iliad and the Odyssey).

7. See Thompson's Index for the many variations on the theme of
metamorphosis in various mythologies and cultures. (Volume 2, D10-699)

8. Breton, Manifestes du surrealisme, quoted in Eigeldinger, Lumieres 
du mythe, p. 188, and M. Carrouges, Andre Breton et les donnees 
fondamentales du surrealisme, Editions Gallimard, France, 1971, p. 84.
Carrouges also says "Ainsi l'alchimie est poesie au sens le plus fort
du terme et le surrealisme est vraiment une transmutation alchimique.
Par la transmutation de la matiere, minerale ou verbale, l'un comme
l'autre ont pour but la metamorphose de l'homme et du cosmos". (Ibid.,
p. 76). Eigeldinger notes that many of the terms in Breton's work,
both poetical and critical, allude to alchemy e.g. "pierre philosophale".
(Ibid., p. 190). For a general discussion on the analogy between
alchemic transmutations and poetical metamorphoses, see Eigeldinger,
ibid., pp. 175-95 and Carrouges, ibid., pp. 73-87.
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concerned with a search or quest for purity, a purity of language and

metals respectively.

This association between poetry and alchemy was not a new idea:

Baudelaire ,
9 
Mallarme,

10
 Nerval

11
 and Rimbaud

12
 had all developed it,

and it was Rimbaud's concept of "l'alchimie du verbe" that particularly

influenced Breton.
13
 However the latter went beyond Rimbaud, the

precursor of surrealism, commenting:

<<Alchimie du verbe>>: on peut egalement
regretter que le mot <<verbe>> soit pris ici
dans un sens un peu restrictif ...14

and substituting "une veritable chimie"
15
 for Rimbaud's concept. In

this new model, poetry was subject to the universal law of metamorphosis:16

Tout est delivre, tout poetiquement est sauve
par la remise en vigeur d'un principe generalise
de mutation, de metamorphose.17

Certainly the myth of the metamorphosis of man, by means of a trans-

mutation analogous to that employed by the alchemists, inspires most

of the basic themes of surrealism;
18
 in Breton's work this myth

9. See the chapter, "Baudelaire et l'alchimieverbale u , in
M. Eigeldinger, Poesie et metamorphoses, Editions de la
Baconniere, Neuchatel, 1973.

10. Eigeldinger, Lumieres du mythe, pp. 176, 188; Chadwick, op.cit.,
pp. 38-9.

11. Eigeldinger, Poesie et metamorphoses, p. 221.

12. Carrouges, op.cit., pp. 82-3; Eigeldinger, Poesie et 
metamorphoses, pp. 221-4; Eigeldinger, Lumieres du mythe,
pp. 176-7, 188; Chadwick, op.cit., pp. 31-2.

13. Lumieres du mythe, pp. 176-7.

14. Breton, Manifestes du surrealisme, quoted in Lumieres du mythe,
p. 177, and Carrouges, op.cit., p. 82.

15. Lumieres du mythe, p. 178.

16. Ibid., p. 182.

17. Breton, quoted in Lumieres du mythe, loc.cit.

18. Carrouges, op.cit., p. 86.
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finds frequent expressions in the symbol of the butterfly.
19

Moreover, the act of metamorphosis, in the transformation

of one object into another, was an expression of the most important

surrealist belief: that surrealism was designed to free the

imagination from any rational constraints. Improbable metamorphoses,

and the union of complete opposites, a recurrent motif in Elytis'

work,
20
 were an excellent example of a "liberated" imagination.

As well as this, metamorphosis (for example, Breton's image

of the butterfly) symbolized a kind of resurrection and rebirth,

which the surrealist movement represented.
21

In short, the basic beliefs of surrealism are interwoven with

the theme of metamorphosis. As Eigeldinger comments, the theme is

certainly not restricted to surrealism, but this was the movement

that granted it "une veritable resurrection".
22

Unie existentiellement au principe de la metamorphose,
l'image surrealiste ne peut étre que motrice
et dynamique.23

Thus the device of metamorphosis, as it appears in Elytis' work,

chiefly his early poetry,
24
 is inspired by two quite separate traditions:

19. See the chapter, 'La mythologie du papillon chez Andre Breton' in
Poesie et metamorphoses.

20. Ibid., p. 14; Lumieres du mythe, pp. 191-2; Carrouges, op.cit.,
pp. 86, 96. See Chapter 1 on this motif in Elytis' work.
Eigeldinger notes that "la recurrence de la confrontation noir/
blanc est frappante chez Breton". (Lumieres du mythe, p. 190)

21. Ibid., pp. 179, 182, 191, 207; Poesie et metamorphoses, pp. 209-
10, 214.

22. Poesie et metamorphoses, p. 26.

23. Ibid., p. 15.

24. Elytis has said, "In my first period nature and metamorphoses
predominate (stimulated by surrealism, which always believed in
the metamorphosis of things)". ('Analogies of Light', p. 639)
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that of classical Greek mythology, in which metamorphosis was an

important theme; and that of surrealism, whose basic theories are

rooted in the significance of metamorphosis. 25 This must be borne

in mind throughout this section; to suggest that Elytis is merely

employing metamorphosis in much the same way as Ovid, for instance,

or any of the exponents of the Hellenistic genre of metamorphosis

poetry,
26

is incorrect, as it ignores the significant influence

of surrealism.

Indeed, Elytis rarely refers to any of the figures traditionally

associated with the theme of metamorphosis in Graeco-Roman mythology

in general; his borrowings are mainly restricted to the motif of the

hyacinth, from the story of Hyacinthus.

Instead, the influence of classical mythology is revealed in

the important role played by Nature in Elytis' metamorphoses. The

theme of metamorphosis in Elytis' poetry of the first period is

concerned with the interrelationship between man and nature - that

is, the transformation of man into nature, and nature into man - and

there are also secondary metamorphoses involving nature and abstract

ideas.

The first category of metamorphoses in Elytis' work involves

the transformation of people (generally girls) into plants and other

elements of Nature; this metamorphosis is exemplified in the motif

of Hyacinthus, who when he died was transformed into the flower that

bears his name.
27

25. Elytis repeatedly stresses the connection between surrealism
and metamorphosis; see preceding footnote, and AvoLxT6 XapTL6,
pp. 368, 388.

26. This genre, which provided one of the sources of inspiration
for Ovid, is discussed briefly in G.K. Galinsky, Ovid's 
"Metamorphoses", University of California Press, California,
1975, p. 2.

27. Pausanias, III, 19, 4-5; Apollodorus, 1, 3, 3; Ovid, Metam., X,
162ff.
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restricted to the actual flower, and it is not surprising to find

that the hyacinth, a flower that symbolizes the theme of trans-

formation in Ancient Greek mythology, is mentioned frequently in

Elytis' work. Four of these references occur in the group of love

poems, "H auvauALt TWV yua74,v-awy ".
28

However, its use is not
,

restricted to HpocsavaToXualioL
29
 and it is also one of the flowers

,
glorified in "To AoEacTuxOv" of To 'AEuoy EOTL.

30

One may compare Elytis' interest in Hyacinthus with Valery's

fascination with the mythological figure of Narcissus,
31
 which was

28. HpoaavaToXuapot% p. 106, line 4; p. 113, line 1; p. 116, line
3; p. 118, line 7. Other references in this work are p. 50
line 14; p. 128, line 23.

29. There are references to hyacinths in later works, but these
are not as frequent as in Elytis' first period, reflecting
the fact that metamorphosis is not an important device in the
second and third periods. See To ' AELOV ECTTltd, p. 18, line
25; To cpcoTOftvTpo, p. 24, line 13. The word also appears in
a 51 page list of motifs and favourite words in 0 pup
vauTi,Aoc, p. 72.

30. To 'AELOV 	 p. 79, line 6.

31. Valery himself commented:

Quoi qu'il en soit, ce mythe si simple m'a seduit -
et je l'ai repris a diverses reprises en 1889, 1891,
1919 et finalement 1938. C'est toute une carriere
C'est un LEIT MOTIV.

(in Volume II of the Narcisse cycle ("La Cantate du Narcisse"
and "Conference sur les Narcisse"), p. 127, quoted by K.
Anderson in "Valery and Narcissus: Reflections on Auditive
Consciousness", in Myth and Legend in French Literature, (ed.
K. Aspley et al.). The Modern Humanities Research Association,
London, 1982, p. 185).
The significance of Valery's use of the myth of Narcissus
lies in the fact that both Narcissus and Hyacinthus appear
to have been the names of a Cretan flower hero. Elytis
himself refers to Valery as "the poet of Narcissus". ('To
tioyo TOU	 BaXEW, AucAux& rpecppaTa, Volumes 43-4, January-
April 1978, p. 21.)
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the theme for three pieces.
32

Elytis also refers to the flower
,

narcissus in HpoaavaToXuapou,
33
 and "echo" (a possible allusion to

Echo, the other protagonist in the Narcissus myth) is a key word

in his poetry.
34

The motif of Hyacinthus is repeated in the identification

of girls with flowers,
35
 and in the number of plant names chosen

on the basis of an association with-the transformation of a divinity

or other figure in Greek myth
36
 e.g. anemones,

37
 and daphne.

38

Girls are also transformed into fruit, the most quoted example

being "H HopToxaALua":

T6ao noA6 Try ,ptauac o xupOg TOU

Ho y tysupc TO xecp&Au Trig xau axTrixe va yi,veu
Euy&-auy(1: rl pumpr'l HopToxaXLua 39

This metamorphosis is repeated in a subsequent work, 'Aapa ripcoUx6 

xau Tu6ve-upo yua To y xapLo ave-unoXoxay6 Trig AXf3aviiag, in the

32. Two poems "Narcisse parle" (1891) and "Fragments du Narcisse"
(1919), and the "Cantate du Narcisse" (1938), which is to be
considered as completely distinct from the first two poems.
(Anderson, ibid., p. 186)

33. HpoaavaToXuapa, p. 68, line 2.

34. Hilty, op.cit., p. 676.

35. See the previous section on personification, footnotes 137-9.

36. "Plants or flowers which grow from the spilled blood of a god
or hero represent the mystic union between man and plant and
the birth of life from death, life flowing from one state to
another ..." (J.C. Cooper, An Illustrated Encyclopaedia of 
Traditional Symbols, Thames and Hudson, London, 1978, p. 133).
This statement should be borne in mind in light of Elytis'
interest in the theme of resurrection (see section on religion
in following chapter).

37. Red anemones sprang up from the drops of blood of Adonis; other
stories give the flower as a red rose. (Apollodorus, III, 182-
5; Hyginus, Fab. 58; Ovid, Metam., X, 298ff.).

38. See footnote 3,

39. 'Kuog o npLog, p. 40, lines 1-3.
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uvepayTcoxopuT6a n .
40

Indeed the orange or orange tree, in association

with a sensual girl, is a recurring motif in Elytis' poetry.
41

A second element in the theme of transformation in Greek myth,

repeated in Elytis' poetry, is that of people who are turned into

stone.
42

In his early work, the best expression of this theme occurs

in the well-known poem,"H Mapti,va TWV (3p&xwvu:
43

ETuXwayn aToug f3p6xoug (qxwg XTEg HUU aLpuo
ETOUg XLV515VOUg TWV	 (!txwv PE Tfl XTEVLUL&

Tflg a6cAXag 44

This identification is portrayed in other poems as well, although not
Ias so extended an allegory: 7E6pa Tot) f3paxou n ;

45 
"BaAaaaoEunviiPEvn,

aY6lowx 71 / 'Opawacg ova aTT'iaog 13p(Ixou".
46

40. VI5XTES ayxotAu& pc Ta vcpavTcoxOpuTaa" (p. 18, line 17).

41. See Ta pw TOU kpwTa, p. 23, lines 2-6; ibid., p. 31, line 2;
Ta eTspo .5aXifi, p. 23, lines 3-4.

42. For example, Niobe. (Hyginus, Fab. 9; Sophocles, Antigone,
822-38; Sophocles, Electra, 150-2; Apollodorus, III, 5-6.)
In more modern times there is the popular "myth" of "0
pappapwptvo 130cauXu4 u . (See K. Pwpaidou, KOVT6 OTLg 
<<EaTi,ag>>, Athens, 1980, p. 138; for other modern Greek
traditions of petrification see ibid., pp. 256-9.)

43. G. Sarandaris, a good friend of Elytis' before his untimely death
(see AvouxT& XapTiA, pp. 251-3, 284-5), also wrote a similarly
titled poem, "H wpaia Kupi,a Twy 13phwy ", which was published
in 1940. Friar comments that Sarandaris "who had discovered
the young university student, was to influence Elytis in images
of light and colour and in the deification of girls, the
mistresses of rocks ..." (The Sovereign Sun, p. 9)

44. HpociavaToXixpo(d, p. 129, lines 17-8.

45. 'HXuoc o narro, p. 12, line 17. Cf. also p. 23, line 25.

46. HpoaavaToXuallot'„ p. 125, lines 7-8. Cf. also p. 105, lines 2-3;
p. 115, lines 5-7. Petrification also appears to be a recurrent
motif in 'Aapa	 xau 76v-aupo yua TOV xap6vo avauTcoXoxay6 Tnc 
Way i,ag (see pp. 10, line 1; p. 14, line 8; p. 18, line 15;
p. 26, line 6) and similar images also occur in another poem of
the period, H xa,\oa6vn UTUg XUM0710pUtg (Part II, lines 28, 33).
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Elytis also portrays the metamorphosis of a girl into the Greek

landscape; the love poems that show this aspect of metamorphosis are

from the collections "Hap&aupa npo5 TflV nhinTn cnoxii", "H auvauVia

TWV yoaxi,v-awv" and "H ..anTaa TOO waoxaupuo6".

AuLx6puot ncpup6vouvc. ETOV ayx jyva TOYS aTniAcTau
oAiarlon yn.
ETO OuOtavo aTi'lpuypa	 xoppoaTaau4g Go y Ta
.66vTpa 3a Opou y Try paxpoxp6vua cxnAl'ipwan ...47

In the poem "EXLm" a beautiful woman is transformed into the Greek

landscape, in terms of the influence she has exerted on popular

imagination: "Tc'i)pa nou xXaaavc Ta OALpapOt Gov an&vw aTa Toni,a vac."
48

All the above metamorphoses illustrate the transformation of

man into nature - that is, flowers and plants, fruits, rocks and the

landscape itself. However Elytis believes in a reciprocal relationship

between the two,
49
 and this is portrayed in not only the transformation

of man into nature, but also the metamorphosis of nature into man. As

Carson says, "Elytis, the protomythologer transforms, through his vision,

nature, so that nature ...can transform us ".
50

An example of this second category of metamorphoses, that of

nature into man, occurs in the poem, "Mop(A Trig Bouckada". Here the

47. HpoaavaToALapoii, p. 35, lines 5-6, 19-20. Cf. also , p. 110,
lines 1-3; p. 118, lines 14-5; p. 122, lines 1-4; p. 136, line
5; p. 140, line 7; p. 141, line 4; 'HA.uoc o np6Toc, p. 41,
line 9.

48. HpoaavaToXuapa, p. 75, lines 10-1. Carson, 49 scholia on the 
poems of Odysseus Elytis, p. 102) comments that "nature is the
landscape of the divine mind...".

49. Levitt, (op.cit., p. 12) comments on the "intimate, tense, even
dangerous inter-relationship between nature and man". But see
Auxvap&, op.cit., p. 20:

0 ctv9pwnoS nou JCL a' Lot T6T060 TOItLO

avau <<xaX62>. H axLn TOO pc TOV

TuauxO x66p0, pct axtan Tpu(pcalc
cnuxouvwvidas.

50. Carson, 49 scholia on the poems of Odysseus Elytis, p. 44.
The notion of Elytis' "protomythological" poetry is also
mentioned ibid., p. 60.
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initial references to the natural landscape

E(56 no6 fl c'prIpnpa-rucl pumlcu TUC ntrpcg
xau T ' ova&vaTa51

change gradually to an address to a woman, ending in a complete

metamorphosis

ETUg ypapag Tri g naAApng UOU TOO ncnpuptvou

TL tpcug v' avTuxpUccug xau TL E pELS va popag , 52
NTuptvfl an6 Tfl POUQUX Twv,x6pTwv xau 11(',3s npoxwpcus

In "064 0111 EavTopi,vn", it is the island, or rather its

formation through a volcanic eruption, that is equated with the birth

of a beautiful woman (the goddess Aphrodite,
53
 although her name is

never mentioned - the reference is contained in the epithet "avaóuopevn").
54

A series of lyrical metaphors carry this identification through a

succession of everchanging transformations: the island becomes the

woman, the woman becomes the island and so on. In the context of these

repeated transformations, it is significant that the last four words

are "TO appovuo Tres Anpoupyuag". 55

The metamorphosis of island to woman also occurs in the poem

"HAuxiia Tqg yXaux .flg ,.6priang", where the initial description of an

island gives way to a passionate address to a woman who seems to have

51. HpouavaToAuapa, p. 138, lines 1-2.

52. Ibid., p. 139, lines 4-6.

53. The association between Aphrodite and Santorini is not coincidental;
although most legends give Cyprus as the goddess' birthplace,
another version gives Santorini.

Another reason for the choice of Santorini may lie in Elytis'
apparent affinity with the island (see Avouvr4 xap-rujit, pp. 144-5).

54. Cf. Sikelianos' poem "AvaStiopvri".

55. HpoaavaToXuapoi,, p. 126, line 26. This entire poem is an example
of what Carson calls "the evocation of a setting made sacred,
wherein the divine presence may be born" (op.cit., p. 68); cf.
the later poem "MiXog", from To cpw-r66cvTpo, in which the obvious
reference is to Apollo, who is nevertheless not mentioned directly.
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much in common with Marina:
56
 certainly many of the images relating

to her transformation allude to the sea and the islands.

,
KL EXaVO TO HOOÄL 0 .00 Onou	 avTrixa TO Auyauo.

57

All of the above metamorphoses involve a woman or female figure;

however, one of the most frequently quoted examples of Elytis' use of

the device of transformation in his early work, "apot TOO xotoxaupuo6",

portrays the metamorphosis of a Greek summer into the naked body of a

young man:

Houog,avau auT6g nou MaTETaL aTug.n4vw appoubuts
AvOtaxcAa cpoup4vovTa aanpoxanvuaptva EALLNAAa
Ta TCLTaXLCi CcaTai,vovTau aT' auTu& TOO
Ta puppl'iyxua 60UXELUVE , GTO	 Tou58
EaUpec yXuaTpoN UTT1 xXon Tr1S paax&X-rK

In this poem not only summer itself, but all the sensations

associated with it are conveyed in that naked body and his surroundings,

and this introduces a third aspect of Elytis' use of metamorphosis in

his poetry: the transformation of abstract ideas into elements of nature.

Elytis prefers the concrete to the abstract, as can be seen in

his personification of abstract ideas in 'Aapa nowt:HO xau ntvaupo yua TOV 

59
Xaavo avaunoXoxayO Trig Anavt'iag. 	 In his first period where, as he

himself says, nature and metamorphoses predominate, it is not surprising

that abstract ideas are transformed into elements of nature.

This is in fact the case with the very first poem of HpoaavatoXuapa,

"Too Auyai,ou n I, where love is made tangible within an Aegean seascape

56. Indeed some critics have compared "HAuxt',a Tng yXauxi'ic . 6 1.1nari . with
"H Maava Twv (34)&xwv". See Mepax, op.cit., p. 199; KapavT6vrICI
op.cit., p. 78; Vitti, op.cit., p. 88,

57. HpoaavaToXuapa, p. 131, line 13.

58. 'HAuog o npLog, p. 12, lines 8-12.

59. See footnote 20 in the section on personification.
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0 4wTocg
To apxunAayog
KL fl np6pa TWV acpp6v TOU

KL otayAjtpou TWV ovapwv TOU

ETO nL0 01X6 HUT4PTL TOU 0 VaUTfs avept%eu
'Eva Tpayo6c5u60

In the second poem of the following three-part "Da,pa Trig

altoucri,a", the abstract notion of absence (a concept common in

Valery's work)
61
 is given a more intelligible form, that of calm

within an Aegean landscape.
62

It is transformed into an "apt"AnTo

.avTpo", "axt'ivnTri 4/1", "avtv5oTo GTOpa".

However, the most flamboyant example occurs in the last poem

of HpoaavaToXualia„ "H TocAAT'l PoOuCt". Here a girl's early morning

mood ("Hpwuv6 c lowmpaTum6 xLpu a perdre haleine"), joyous, capricious,

and optimistic, is transformed into a mad pomegranate tree.

In all of these metamorphoses - man into nature, nature into

man, and abstract ideas into nature - there is a suggestion of the

element inherent in the transformations in the writings of the French

surrealists; namely, that Nature has a hidden, deeper meaning, and that

the world's second presence is "explained" through metamorphosis.63

Elytis terms this his theory of "analogies",
64 

and while a

60. HpoaavaToXualloi„, p. 13, lines 1-6.

61. M. Vitti, H revu& TOU Tpu&vTa: IScoXoyi,a xau Mo locA, <<Epplc>>,
Athens, 1979, p. 160.

62. Robinson, 'The Greekness of Modern Greek Surrealism', p. 132.

63. Eigeldinger, Lumieres du mythe, p. 187. Elytis also makes this
point in the interview, 'H Trcaull Rau n FEwp6Tpflan', p. 756,
indicating that it was a factor that attracted him to surrealism.

64. Elytis has discussed this theory in
434) and in interviews ('H Trcp(3aan
'Analogies of Light', pp. 632, 637)
on the poems of Odysseus Elytis, pp
p. 39; Decavalles,'Maria Nefeli and
Elytis', p. 48; Saai,Trig, op.cit., p.
of Modern Greek Surrealism', p. 130.
Nevertheless, Elytis is obviously not the first to formulate such
a theory; Baudelaire, for instance, outlined his idea of
"correspondences"in his sonnet of the same name. (For details,
see Chadwick, op.cit., pp. 8-16.)

Avoux .r& XapTuOt (pp. 239-43,
xau fl recopLrpflari l , p. 754;
. See also Carson, 49 scholia 
. 12, 54, 116; Aoxvaat, op.cit.,
the Changeful Sameness of
53; Robinson, 'The Greekness
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detailed discussion of this theory is outside the scope of this

thesis, it should be mentioned briefly in terms of the importance

of the device of metamorphosis in Elytis' early work.

In both interviews and AvouxTOL XotpTLA Elytis has stressed

the association between this theory of analogies - that is, an

awareness of the correspondence between the material and spiritual

world - and the device of metamorphosis. In a recent interview,

discussing his use of nature imagery, he said

AUTO nou e Raena Scv Igvrav pc xavkva Tan°
anX6 <<TOld,0>>.. 1 1-ITav tva aXTConTo an6 Tvaux6
aTouxaa nov apy6Tcpa	 ViTaaa va Qpw TTIV

TOUs avTuo-Touxi,a CTO nvapa	 LECYL

ROU n ucTapOpTwan TOU $UXUMOU V ' ano5i,561,
Tfl peTapOpTwon TOU TvotixoU x6apou ...65

Thus it can be seen that Elytis' use of the device of

metamorphosis is not solely an allusion to the importance of the

theme of transformation in Ancient Greek mythology, nor is it simply

an expression of surrealist theory; it is also a means to portray

the poet's theory of analogies, and express the spiritual values

inherent in the elements of Nature, and the world's meaning.

This section has attempted to show that the device of

metamorphosis is a highly important aspect of Elytis' poetry, notably

that of his first period. Although the device does appear infrequently

in his later periods, like personification, its significance as an

element in his personal mythology is confined to the works HpoaavaToXuapot',

and 'Halos o up6To.

More specifically, it is in the section "H -91-raa TOO HoOtoxaupuo6"

of HpoaavaToXuopa, and in i nuoc o np6Tos, where "man and his

65.	 'H Ynco,f3aull Rau II FccopLpnol', p. 757. See also Au0W(tCc XapTuCt,
p. 136.
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environment are no longer divisible, either physically or (spiritually)" 66

that the poet's use of the device of metamorphosis is most successful.

The poet's choice of this device as the second element in his

personal mythology of this period was shown to be inspired by two

quite separate traditions. The first, as in the case of personification,

was that of classical Greek mythology, in which transformation is both

an extremely ancient and common theme. Significantly, Nature is

involved in almost all of these metamorphoses in Greek mythology.

The second was that of surrealism, a movement which gave great

importance to the principle of metamorphosis; certainly the myth of

the transformation of man inspires most of the basic themes of

surrealism. This importance may be attributed to three surrealist

beliefs: namely, that there is a parallel between the creative act

of poetry, and alchemic transmutations; that metamorphosis symbolizes

a kind of resurrection, which the movement itself represented; and

that the act of transformation was an example of surrealism's aim to

break the constraints of reason over art, poetry, and the imagination

in general.

Furthermore, it was suggested that Elytis' use of the device of

metamorphosis is also a means to portray his theory of analogies

(namely that Nature has a hidden, deeper meaning): that one may

"explain" this world's second meaning through metamorphoses.

Although Elytis was partly inspired by the Greek mythological

treatment of the theme of transformation, it was shown that he does

not refer to mythical figures in his own use of the device; his

borrowings are restricted mainly to the motif of the hyacinth, which

is mentioned throughout his work, but especially in his poetry of the

first period.

66. Robinson, 'Elytis and French Poetry 1935-1945', p. 683. See
also Auxvaat, op.cit., pp. 30-1; MTITGOoing, op.cit., p. 45,
n. 3; Levitt, op.cit., p. 12.
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The influence of classical myth was shown to be in the important

role played by Nature in Elytis' metamorphoses, of which there are

three types.

The first category involves the transformation of man (generally

a girl) into an element of Nature. Upon further examination of this

category, it was demonstrated to include the metamorphoses of: youths

into flowers (exemplified in the hyacinth); girls into fruit, the

HopToxaXLLa being a recurrent motif; people into stone; and girls

into the Greek landscape.

The second, revealing Elytis' belief in the reciprocal

relationship between the two, reversed the above transformation of

a man into Nature, and portrayed the metamorphosis of nature into

man. This theme is mainly confined to the metamorphosis of the

Greek landscape, generally an island, into a woman; an exception

was seen in the example of the transformation of a Greek summer into

the naked body of a young man.

The third category, demonstrating Elytis' preference for the

concrete over the abstract, showed the metamorphosis of abstract

ideas into elements of Nature, and included such examples as the

transformation of: love into an Aegean seascape; absence into calm

within an Aegean landscape; and a girl's early morning mood into a

pomegranate tree.

These three types of metamorphosis - the transformations of
man into nature, nature into man, or abstract ideas into nature -

are the expression of the device of metamorphosis employed by Elytis

as a second element in his personal mythology of the first period.

Thasitis
67
 wrote that there are, in fact, two metamorphoses in

Elytis' work, the first being the actual device discussed above, and

67. OUG(,Tflg, op.cit., pp. 53-4.



the second that of the poet himself. The latter referred to the

change in Elytis and his situation that was to lead to a new focus

in his personal mythology; this "transformation" to an emphasis on

Greece's tradition in the poetry of his second period is discussed

in the following chapter.

82.
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER THREE

THE TRANSITION BETWEEN ELYTIS' FIRST AND SECOND PERIODS

In the poetry of Elytis' second, or middle period, the focus of

his work underwent a fairly dramatic change. That is, the themes of

personification and metamorphosis, combined with the poet's ecstatic

descriptions of the beauties of the Aegean, and of love and youth,

no longer formed the basis of his poetry and personal mythology;

instead, Elytis exhibits a greater awareness of his fellow countrymen, 1

and, more importantly, (in terms of his personal mythology), of his

country's history and tradition. 2

This new approach, which necessitated a reevaluation of the

"poet of the Aegean" tag, confounded many of Elytis' admirers and

critics, and his departure was even considered a betrayal by some. 3

This attitude was particularly noticeable in relation to To 'AELOV 

EGTld , and Elytis himself comments that it took the critics at least

four years to understand what is now generally considered to be his

masterpiece

Yet, underneath the new focus, the motifs of his early verse are

still apparent: Elytis had not ceased to describe the Greek land-

scape. 5 Even the devices of personification and metamorphosis still

persist, although they do not have the same importance and significance

1. Rotolo, op.cit., p. 691.

2. In 'Analogies of Light', Elytis speaks of a "greater historic and
moral awareness" in the poetry of his second period. (Ibid., p.
639)

3. Rotolo, op.cit., p. 690.

4. 'Analogies of Light', p. 640. Elytis also notes that there was
a similar lack of understanding in regard to his work To cpwT6Sevrpo.
Keeley speaks of an "ambivalent response" by both Greek and English
readers of To 'AZuov EcYTI,, in 'The Voices of Elytis' The Axion Esti',
Books Abroad, Volume 49, No. 4, 1975, p. 695.

5. Auxvapcl, op.cit., p. 50 "... Om) avau o xoalios nou aAA(4cu, aAA&
auvsi3Onall TO1) ILI:ATT)	 ...". See also MTITGOOITI, op.cit., pp.

30-1. Rotolo (op.cit., p. ,691) however disagrees, pointing out
that in 'Aapa npwUxo xau nEvh,po yua TOV XapL)0 av3uRoXoxay6 
AXISavi.ac the Aegean seascape has been replaced by a scenery dominated
by mountains.
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that they possessed in Elytis' first period.
6
 Rather, the poet has

changed his approach, and his personal mythology has expanded to

encompass new themes.

In my second period ... there is a greater
historic and moral awareness, yet without
the loss of vision of the world which marks
my first period. The world has remained for
me the same down to the present day.7

Most critics simply attribute this change in Elytis' poetry to

his war experience
8
 (he served as a second lieutenant in the Albanian

Campaign of 1940-1, and lived in Athens during the German Occupation),

and one critic divides Elytis' poems into those written before and

after his war experiences.
9
 However this is a misleading simplification:

'HALog o TupwTog was written in 1941-2,
10
 after his return from the front,

and published in 1943,
11
 and yet it belongs quite definitely to his

6. Note also that the device of personification is not restricted
to Nature, as in the poetry of the first period; in Elytis'
second period there are many examples of the personification of
abstract ideas. See the section on personification in Chapter 1,
footnotes 20-1.

7. 'Analogies of Light', p. 639.

8. E.g. AvxvapCt, op.cit., p. 41; A. Apyupi,ou, Atda6oxums avayy(Sacus 
EXVivwv lineppe7T77(Ty , Ex66acus <<Fv(!oan>>, Athens, 1983, pp. 51,
76; Mapwvi/rns, op.cit., p. 69; E. Keeley and P. Sherrard,
Odysseus Elytis: Selected Poems, p. xii; A. HoALEns, 86paTa Trig 
XoyoTcxvii,as pas, McA6Tn 12, 2nd series, Ex5Occug <<KwvaTavTuvid6n>>
Thessalonica, 1947, pp. 215-6; K. MnaXecamag, NeocUrivo41 no( nan:
Kapcva, EOpflvaa, Ocwga, <<EntAlaup6TnTa>>, Athens, 1980, p. 104.
Vitti (KpuTuld) pcXLcri, p. 184) also lists such factors as the
political situation in Greece following the Occupation as also
contributing to the poet's "metamorphosis".

9. Auxvap4, loc.cit.

10. A. AaaxaXOTcouXos, 'XpovoXineuo 06uaaL EATn, 1911- 1986' XjcpTris,
Volumes 21-3, November 1986, p. 266.

11. Individual poems, however, were published earlier. For details
see M. Vitti, NuaaLs EATng: BOALoypacpida 1935-1971, <<'Imapog »,
Athens, 1977, p. 18.
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first period, along with HpolaavaToAuapoi,. The first work of this

second period, and the first to exhibit this change in focus, is

'Acypa ripwW xau 7Ae. upo yuct TOV xa1.1L)o ccOuRoXoxay(5 TriS AA13avi,ac,

published in 1945.

Admittedly Elytis' experiences in the war did contribute to the

change in his poetry, but this is only a part of an explanation. The

poet himself, continuing on from the quotation above, indicated that

a desire for change was also an important factor:

I do try to change my expression, however. I do
not want to write continually in the same way,
because I have the feeling then of repeating
myself. I want to find new forms, new ways of
expression.12

Doubtless this desire is a reason for further changes that occur in

the poetry of Elytis' third period.

However, to return to the second period: that which gives unity

and depth to the works of this period is a maturity, and a new

awareness of Greece's cultural tradition, and its history. This new

approach required Elytis to go beyond the nature imagery of his first

period, to the sources of the Greek cultural tradition - historical,

literary and linguistic, and religious - and these form the basis of

the personal mythology of his second period.

12. 'Analogies of Light', p. 639.
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